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The problem undertaken In this thesis Is to determine whether or not 
the main battue tank or attack helicopter are competitive or compatible 
antlarmor weapons systems In a European mld-lntenslty conflict environment. 

Due to the fact that the genesis of the problem Is concerned with the 
quantitative armored superiority of the Warsaw Pact vis a vis NATO, two 
fundamental hypotheses were conceptualized, stated, and tested. 

1. Can the defeat of mass armored forces be Independent of force 
ratios? 

and, If so 

2. How can the U.S. Army attain a favorable exchange ratio, within 
existing funding constraints? 

Pertinent to the findings of the operational effectiveness analysis 
of the M60A1 and TOW Cobra, the following conclusions are drawn relative 
to the tank-attack helicopter in the European mid-intensity conflict 
environment. 

1. The main battle tank and attack helicopter are not competitive 
antlarmor weapons systems in that neither system affords a marked advantage 
over the other. 

2. The main battle tank and attack helicopter are highly compatible 
weapons systems that are best employed using offensive principles where 
their mobility, firepower, and survivabillty can be optimized. 

3. The bi-dlmensional mobility capabilities and overlapping firepower 
characteristics of the main battle tank and attack helicopter are desirable 
and enhance the ability to achieve a favorable exchange ratio on the battle- 
field. 

4. The main battle tank, complemented by the attack helicopter, will 
remain a decisive antlarmor weapons system for the foreseeable future. 

Ilnnlafigifiorl 
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ABSTRACT 

The problem undertaken in this thesis is to detemine 

whether or not the main battle tank or attack helicopter are 

competitive or compatible antiacmor weapons systems la a European 

mid-intensity conflict environment. 

The genesis of the problem resides in the quantitative im- 

balance of main battle tanks that exists between the forces of NATO 

and the Soviet-led Warsaw Pact,   This imbalance was assessed initially 

by comparing the Lanchesterian square law with direct empirical plots 

of historical win-loss results.    It was determined that combat success 

can be independent of force ratios provided the numerically inferior 

force possesses a qualitative advantage. 

From this juncture, qualitative advantage was measured by 

use of an operational effectiveness analysis model.    In operational- 

izing this model» the systems design and combat performance of the 

N60A1 main battle tank and TOW Cobra attack helicopter were tested 

to determine if either was the superior antiarmor weapons system. 

The overall conclusion drawn from the operational effective- 

ness analysis is that the main battle tank and attack helicopter are 

not competitive antiarmor systems in that neither affords a narked 

advantage over the other.    Instead, they are highly compatible 

antiacmor systems that are best employed using offensive principles 

where their mobility, firepower, and survlvability can be optimized» 
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CHAPTER I 

THE PROBLEM 

INTRODUCTION 

Since the inception of the tank over fifty years ago» the 

ambiguity of the tank-antitank battlefield has been the focus of 

numerous exploratory studies, developmental research inquiries, and 

strident debates. The inherent problem associated with this contin- 

uing ambiguity has been a form of tactical dissonance derived from a 

general confusion over the limitations of the tank and the inability 

to properly exploit its capabilities. As a consequence, each new 

development in antitank weapons and/or doctrine has sounded as the 

klaxon to alert military planners to the eventual demise of the tank. 

The advent of new antitank weapons systems has, however, functioned 

to resurrect the tank rather than to bury it. Each new antitank 

weapon did not become the doomsday machine of the tank. Instead, it 

served to make the tank designers and tank commanders more adroit 

and successful in the art of tank warfare. 

In regard to the tank-antitank battlefield, history has dem- 

onstrated its capacity to repeat itself. As in the past, the present 

is witnessing the advancement of a new panecea for eliminating the 

tank on the battlefield. This panecea has its roots in the parallel 

developments of the helicopter as an attack vehicle and a new genera- 

tion of Tube launched. Optically tracked. Wire command link (TOW) 

1 
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antitank guided missies. The juxtaposition of these two developments 

into Che TWO Cobra helicopter weapons system has given credence, for 

the first time, to the vision of flying tank killers sweeping the 

tank from the battlefield. 

As a result of this new dimension being added to the tank- 

antitank spectrum, the long standing debate regarding the obsoles- 

cence of the tank has been renewed. It Is a debate that Is not without 

emotion as old loyalties and new confront each other In dialogue.2 

For the advocates of alrmoblllty, the attack helicopter represents 

the final resolution of the tank-antitank debate. For the protagonists, 

the attack helicopter represents a plpedream that will be quickly and 

devastatlngly shattered by the reality of combat. Thus, It goes with- 

out saying that the warp and woof of the whole cloth will not become 

discernible until the attack helicopter Is pitted against the tank In 

actual combat. 

The professional soldier cannot, by the very nature of the 

responsibility entrusted to him, wait until that all conclusive 

moment in time. Instead, the professional soldier must. In the 

words of Major General Donn A, Starry, "...at least draw up some 

hypotheses to be tested. Investigated, validated, or nullified In 

the search for more precise definition of the metes and bounds of 

tank-antitank war."  It Is within this spirit that ray research Is 

undertaken. 

BACKGROUND 

The development of the present debate concerning tank-antitank 

warfare can best be understood and summarized In the convergence of 

— -"-'-" •HIÜlltoÄMiÄi feaka'^iiM^aite^.,,   ■ „ ... , 
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four independent trends. These trends are identified ast 

1, ^he military development of the helicopter as a 
weapons system, 

2, the shift In ths strategic orientation of the United 
States. 

3, the delimiting of the European tactical threat scenario. 

A, fiscal constraints. 

The Military Development of the Helicopter 

During the past fifteen years» four catalytic events have 

given Impetus to the "urrent proposition that the helicopter poses 

a technological threat to armored warfare. The first of these was 

the establishment of the Rogers Board In 1960 to consider the Army 

Aircraft Development Plan and to review industry proposals. Although 

the more noted recommendations of the Rogers Board focused on ob- 

servation, surveillance, and transport aircraft, a lesser known 

recommendation was made to the Department of the Army and Continental 

Army Command. This recommendation, which set Into motion the first 

serious contemplation of the helicopter as a fighting vehicle, 

proposed that an in-depth study be conducted to ascertain "whether 

the concept of air fighting units was practical and If an experl- 

4 
mental unit should be activated to test Its feasibility," 

The second milestone In the military development of the 

helicopter came not from the military planners but from the civilian 

Secretary of Defense. In April 1962, Secretary McNamara sent a 

memorandum to the Secretary of the Army contending that the Army's 

aviation program was dangerously conservative, and declared that the 

Army needed to reassess Its aviation requiranents with a bold new 

Icok at land warfare mobility.  In summing up his desires, Mr. 

— —"-    —  — - — —— - ■ - — "tarnMimi   i.,,  nniMn 
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McNamara declaredJ 

I shall be disappointed if the Army's reexaminatlon mörely 
produces logistically oriented recommendations to procure more 
of the same, rather than a plan for employment of fresh and 
perhaps unorthodox concepts which will give us a significant 
increase in mobility, 6 

This benchmark in airmobility development not only functioned to 

sweep aside ultraconservative and doctrinaire resistance within the 

Army itself^ but also provided the impetus for the establishment of 

the Howze Board in late April 1962. 

The significance of the Howze Board resided in its major 

activity—field tests. They were conducted to compare a conventionally 

equipped force with an airmobile force.  The findings of the Howze 

Board determined that the helicopter could perform the five military 

functions of land combat—command and coatrol, intelligence, combat 
a 

service support, firepower, and mobility.  The Board further recom- 

mended the organization of the air assault division and a totally air- 

9 
mobile air cavalry combat brigade (ACCB) with an antitank capacity. 

The Howze Board, therefore, validated the concept of combat helicopter 

organizations and gave conceptual birth to the 1st Air Cavalry Division 

(Airmobile) and the test ACCB which were established in 1965 and 1971, 

respectively. 

The last event, which decreed the helicopter to be an inte- 

gral part of the combined arras team, was the Vietnam war. The marked 

success of the helicopter in the Vietnam environment of low intensity 

conflict confirmed the combat capabilities of airmobility heretofore 

only Imly seen by the early planners. As a consequence, the con- 

ceptual dimension of vertical combat became a functional reality. 

 ^ -   -—- — " ——— '■■■ 
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The Strategic Orientation of the United States 

During the administrations of Presidents John Kennedy and 

Lyndon Johnson« the strategic orientation of the United States was 

based on the belief that the most significant threats to American 

security were likely to come from insurgent wars. Therefore» 

President Kennedy put into motion the process of improving the 

military^ capability for counterinsurgent operations and of inten- 

sifying counterinsurgency training.   In the setting of this strategic 

orientation and the g-owing success of the Viet Cong in the Republic 

of South Vietnam, President Johnson, in 1965, committed American 

military forces to the low intensity environment of the Vietnam 

insurgency. As a result of this strategic orientation, America's 

military focus throughout the decade of the sixties was primarily 

centered on Asia and wars of insurgency. 

The pronouncement of the Nixon Doctrine in 1969 marked a 

fundamental shift in the locus of Americans strategic orientation. 

Although the Nixon Doctrine continued to validate the strategy of 

flexible response, it stipulated a less active and direct American 

effort in military involvement on a global scale. Within this 

framework of the Doctrine, the Nixon administration concluded that 

American forces should no longer be maintained for the purpose of 

dealing with subversion or guerrilla warfare.   As a result, the 

disengagement of U.S. military forces from Vietnam was pursued In 

earnest, culminating In their complete withdrawal. The military 

Impact of this course of action was clearly established by Lieutenant 

General Robert R. Williams, Assistant Chief of Staff for Force 

Development, Department of the Arm» who. In 1971, acknowledged! 

ItrilT ii nMrm i "•Hiir-rrnrv   iiin   n 
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We are transitioning from the conduct of a limited 
war of low Intensity In the jungles of Vietnam to preparation 
for a conflict on the land mass of Europe. At least that Is 
the contingency against which our force structuring and 
development programs are projected. 12 

Thus, under the Impetus of the Nixon Doctrine, America's 

strategic orientation shifted Its focus to Europe for the first time 

In a decade. 

The European Tactical Threat Scenario 

The development of the European conflict scenario has been a 

product of both the conceptual and operational assessments of the 

Warsaw Pact threat. The conceptual assessment has been governed by 

the fact that the United States and the Soviet Union have now reached 

an age of approximate strategic nuclear parity. As a consequence 

of this parity, the United States has realized that without a credible 

conventional option, the defense of Europe would be totally dependent 

upon a strategic nuclear response. As recognized by America's leaders, 

such a strategic nuclear response would only Invite mutual annihilation. 

Accordingly, the conventional force structure contained In the flexible 

response posture, enunciated by President Kennedy and nurtured by sub- 

sequent administrations, has been given renewed attention and emphasis. 

This requirement for conventional forces was stressed by former Secre- 

tary of Defense, Elliot Richardson, In his FY 1974 Defense Budget and 

FY 1974-1978 Program before the House Armed Services Committee In 

April 1973, 

It Is essential that the U.S. and Its allies have the 
option of an Initial conventional defense. We should not 
place ourselves In a position where we are forced Immediate- 
ly and Irrevocably to nuclear war In response to aggression 
against us. 13 
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In the era of nuclear parity, it is apparent that conventional 

forces are regarded as being more important,  rather than less impor- 

tant.    Thus, in relation to the spuctrura of conflict, thli conceptual 

assessment of the threat has functioned to elevate the prospects for 

mid-intensity warfare in Europe, 

A Headquarters, Combat Development Command letter, dated 

8 March 1971, stated thati 

...the enemy encountered in a mid-intensity conflict 
would be a conventionally organized force capable of con- 
ducting operations as part of an identifiable national 
force, employing the latest doctrine, tactics, and tech- 
niques of land warfare.    This force will likely have a 
highly sophisticated air defense system.    14 

Current operational assessments of the Soviet-led Warsaw 

Pact threat in Europe exhibit a correlation with the aforementioned 

parameters of raid-intensity conflict.    Indications are that the Warsaw 

Pact tactical plan appears to be based upon a short campaign to 

attack and break through NATO defenses, and to rapidly seize objec- 

tives  deep in Western Europe.        The execution of this plan would be 

characterized by large armored forces employed in mass.    The effec- 

tiveness of the armored forces,  in turn, would be enhanced and pro- 

tected by the integration of a highly sophisticated air defense system. 

Within the context of both the conceptual and operational 

assessments of the Warsaw Pact threat, mid-intensity conflict is 

illustrative of the characteristics recently outlined by Major General 

Thomas M. Tarpley.    For the purpose of this study. General Tarpley's 

delimitation of mid-intensity war is adopted as the common denomin- 

ator for the European mid-intensity conflict scenario« 

—— -— **&•*" illiiiiiiii^^ 
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- Nonnuclear 
- National Policy limitations 
- Sophisticated environment 
- Large armored forces 
- Rapidly changing battlefield conditions. 16 

Fiscal Constraints 

The last trend that impacts on the present tank-antitank 

debate is fiscal constraints.    The decade of the sixties, which 

had begun with strong congressional  and public pressure to improve 

American defense capabilities, left the seventies with a different 

legacy.    This legacy was one of increasing public and congressional 

debate to reduce defense expenditures and to curtail American 

military involvement in the world. Compounded to this legacy of 

the sixties» is the new legacy of the seventies.    This legacy resides 

in the implementation of the all-volunteer force concept and infla- 

tion.    In regard to the former, total manpower costs have risen 

dramatically.    Despite the substantial reduction of almost 1,6 million 

military and civil service personnel from FY 1968 to FY 197A, total 

manpower costs were $11 billion higher.    On the other hand, infla- 

tion has produced a debilitating effect on the purchasi^ig power of the 

18 
defense dollar.        The combined effects of these legacies are clearly 

reflected in the 1975 Defense Budget.    For examplei 

- The Defense share of the Federal Budget at 27,2 percent 
of total Federal outlays represents a reduction of 15,3 percent 
from the FY 1968 peak of 42.5 percent.    Additionally,  it is the 
lowest level since 1950. 

- The decline in the percentage of Gross National Product 
(GNP) devoted to defense is at its lowest level since 1950 at 
5.9 percent, 

- Defense represents 17.1 percent of new public spending, 
continuing its decline from the FY 1968 level of 29,2 percent. 

—•-— 
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An even more revealing way to measure the Impact of fiscal 

constraint on military spending Is to examine the following data 

from the National Science Foundation relative to defense-related 

research and development (R&D). 

Table 1 

Summary of U.S.  Research and Development 
(R&D) Funds by Sector 

(In billions of CY 1958 dollars) 20 

Calendar Years 

1953 1958 1963 1968 1972(est.) 

Defense-related 2.8 5.7 6.6 7.0 5.5 

All other 3.1 5.2 9.6 13.6 13.5 

Total U.S.  R&D 5.9 10.9 16.2 20.6 19.1 

As depleted,  defense R&D In 1972,  In constant prices, was 

at a level below the level of 1958.    Additionally, all of the real 

growth In the R&D resources of the United States since 1958—more 

21 than $8 billion—has been applied to civilian activities.        There- 

fore, the frequently made charge by a growing number of defense 

critics that "defense R&D has dominated federal—and national— 

R&D funding since the post-World War II years" Is certainly no 

22 longer true. 

Compounded to the trend that the allocation of U.S. R&D 

resources has been primarily directed toward the civilian sector.  Is 

the impact of Inflation.    Inflation has further eroded R&D resources 

for the military sector.    The purchasing power of R&D and procurement 

in constant fiscal 1970 dollars has declined from apprcxlmaely 25 

y)£iaikb&Mia&£i'i''i 
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percent of the flecel 1970 budget to Juat 17 percent of the fiscal 

1975 budget. In the fiscal 1975 budget, our resource levels for R&D 

and procurement represent only two-thirds of the purchasing power of 

five year» ago) and, of the fiscal 1975 budget, measured in fiscal 

1970 constant dollars, almost one-half goes to escalation.23 

The erosive impact of inflation is clearly Illustrated by 

zeroing In on procuremtnt only for fiscal 1970 and fiscal 1975, In 

a time of declining total procurement dollars, over $900 million, or 

approximately 30 percent, has gone to cost escalation.24 

Even a cursory statistical analysis clearly establishes 

the fact that each Service, in preparing for the threat of a mid- 

intensity conflict in Europe, must consider the fiscal reality of 

scarce resources resulting from a recalcitrant American public and 

Congress, as well as rising costs. For as Defense Secretary James 

R. Schlesinger stated in a 1974 interviewt 

Looking ahead to the future—in terns of actual 
purchasing power, we have at best a set amount of money 
to do the job. The resource barrel will be relatively 
fixed in size. And you have to be an optimist to in- 
terpret the figures even that positively. A more 
realistic assessment might be to conclude that we are 
actually sa fled with a decreasing budget. 25 

In summary, v le signifieaooe of these four independent 

trends resides in their present convergence. For through their 

contiguity and interface with each other, they have served to 

renew the tank-antitank debate. 

RESEARCH PROBLEM 

The Warsaw Pact threat doctrine and organizational emphasis 

indicate X,\ax.  defense against mass armored forces will play a de- 

■ 
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cisive role in any European raid-intensity warfare.    The fact that 

armor is the heart and soul of the Soviet-led Warsaw Pact doctrine 

and tactics is clearly reflected in the writings of Soviet military 

leaders.    Marshal T.Z.  Rotmistrov, Marshal of Tank and Mechanized 

Troops has contended that« 

Only armor can assure the rapid and total destruction 
of the enemy and that it alone can achieve swift and 
decisive victory under modern conditions.    Therefore, 
armor is the basic maneuver element of th«; Soviet Army, 
Tank forces play the decisive role In the attack.    26 

This view of Soviet doctrine and tactics has been further 

established and corroborated by Colonel A.A. Sidorenko,  Doctor 

of Military Science and faculty member of the Frunze Military 

Academy.    In his work entitled The Offensive,  he states that: 

. ..fall)offensive actions will be conducted primarily 
on tanks...Battles In dismounted combat formations are only 
where the enemy offers strong resistance and where the 
terrain hinders the actions of the maneuver battalion on 
vehicles.     27 

As reflected In the 1962 publication. Military Strategy, 

the tactical  importance of armor has not been confined to the present 

decade.    This authoritative book on Soviet military thinking,  a 

product of fifteen leading Soviet military theoreticians headed by 

Marshal Vasily Sokilovsky, Chief of the General Staff from 1953 to 

1960, unequlvocably declares that« 

An offensive should be mounted using primarily tanks, 
and armored troop carriers.    Dismounted attack will be a 
rare phenomenon.    Mechanized firepower and maneuvers of 
troops  in vehicles will no« reign on the battlefield.     28 

Thus, armor has b^en, and will continue to be, a constant of Soviet 

doctrine and tactics. 

In addition to the doctrinal emphasis on armored forces. 

iätä&Mk:kJ   ■ 
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the Soviet-led Warsaw Pact nations possess a significant quantitative 

superiority In main battle tanks vis a vis the U.S.-led NATO forces. 

A rudimentary comparison of main battle tanks In Europe discloses 

the stark reality that Soviet armor by Itself Is nearly double that 

of the NATO forces* to Include the two U.S. armored divisions located 

In Central Europe.    Comparatively,  the Soviet-led Warsaw Pact forces 

possess over 14,000 main, battle tanks to NATO's  5,500 affording them 

29 a 3s1 advantage. 

Defense against masj armored forces will dominate defensive 

considerations and combat In Europe,  In that they are likely to be 

encountered everywhere and at anytime.    Due to this ubiquitous presence 

on the battlefield, fighting against tanks and their destruction has 

become the primary concern and mission orientation of U.S.  and NATO 

30 forces for the defense of Europe.        Consequently, NATO military 

theorists have adopted the tenet that "...the modern defense Is first 

the battle against enemy tanks; therefore, it should first be organ- 

31 ized as an antitank defense." 

All of this points to the fact that the fundamental concern 

confronting NATO In a mld-intenslty European conflict is the problem 

of effective antlarmor defense.    Any failure to counter the massive 

armor threat of the Warsaw Pact nations holds forth two undesirable 

consequences.    The first consequence is the destruction of NATO forces 

In Europe by massiv» armored forces, whether either side does or does 

not employ tactical nuclear weapons.    The second consequence Is the 

macabre option of a strategic nuclear response by the U.S. against 

the Soviet Union as a final recourse to defend Western Europe.    It 

Is rather evident, then,  that the basic research problem can best be 
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summed up by the succinct analysis contained In a Warsaw Pact studyi 

32 "The number one mission today Is to repel and stop tanks." 

As early as 1932, British Major Ceneral J.F.C.  Fuller 

published a series of lectures which grappled with the problem of 

how to repel and stop tanks.    In ess^ ice« General Fuller contended 

that linear oriented defense was not applicable  to a battlefield 

characterized by armored warfare.    The  reason cited was that the 

33 tank can penetrate a defensive line and maneuver In all directions. 

Instead, General Fuller advanced the tactical proposition thati 

The types of defenses required are such as will either 
prevent a breakthrough or stop Its exploitation.    They 
should be as deep as possible,  not only In order to 
frustrate penetration, but If It Is effected,  to make 
It as costly as possible.    3A 

This tactical proposition of antitank defense In-depth, was 

affirmed by the Soviets during World War II.    In 19A1,  the Soviets 

had an average of only one to three antitank guns per kilometer of 

front and they were emplaced only to a depth of three to five kilometers. 

However,  through the lessons of experience and defeat, the Soviets, 

by the end of the war, were employing 20-25 antitank guns per kilometer 

35 of front,  echeloned 30 to 50 kilometers In-depth. 

The validity of both General  Fuller's defensive concept and the 

Soviet  experience have been attested to In the 1973  "iactlcal Helicopter 

Employment Study    (THES).    This study concludes that the fulcrum of 

antitank defense rests on the ability to destroy enemy armor at  the 

greatest possible distance from friendly positions and to engage the 

surviving armor with an increasing number of antitank weapons. 

The obvious conclusion of these various examples is twofoldi 

(1)    The key to antitank warfare Is defense In depth. 
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(2) Antitank defense in-depth, by its very nature, 
requires a proliferation of antitank weapons. 

In regard to these conclusions, however, one must juxtapose 

present U.S. military doctrine which states that the best defense 

against a tank is another tank. For even though the tank is being 

challenged by such antiarnvjr weapons as the TOW and Dragon, the 

special text published by the U.S. Array Infantry School, which focuses 

on the destruction of enemy armored formations, states in its intro- 

duction that "...the tank remains the decisive weapon on the battle- 

37 
field."   Thus, doctrinally, the tank still is the basic building 

block for any antiarmor defense. Considering the trend of increasing 

fiscal constraints on the military, however, the task of developing 

an effective antiarmor defense is no longer the mundane matter of 

purchasing and shipping 8,000 more main battle tanks to Europe. The 

U.S. Army has had to concede that it can no longer purchase as many 

weapons systems as it requires. The genesis of the research problem, 

therefore, resides In the paradoxical dilemma that the quantity of 

main battle tanks required by a modern antiarmor defense dictates a 

degree of capital outlay which Is totally unacceptable In an era of 

fiscal repression. 

PROBLEM STATEMENT 

With technology advancing the prospect that It may be the 

panacea for overcoming the problems that confront mankind today. 

It Is not surprising to find that It Is being proffered as the 

solution to this particular dilemma. Many defense officials now 

contend or agree that the Army must apply technology to reduce costs 

litliiiiitfiMMBififl-r-r " ' 
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as well as to increase mission perfomance. As a consequence» the 

position has been advanced that helicopter technology provides the 

means for reducing costs while increasing antiamor capabilities. 

Many have concluded and argued that "the attack helicopter is a 

relatively cheap, flexible, and highly potent weapons system,"38 

and, as such, constitutes a challenge to the antiaraor role of the 

main battle tank. 

The Main Battle Tank Task Force Study, however, has acknowl- 

edged the fact that the main battle tank and attack helicopter are 

each high cost items that perform similar functions. In considera- 

tion of this finding, and the existing cost constraints that have forced 

the Army to scrutinize its weapons system as never before, a fundamental 

issue concerning the mid-intensity mission relationship of these two 

antiaraor weapons systems Is the question of whether they are competi- 

tive fr compatible. Guided by the dictates of cost, competitiveness 

Inveighs the elimination of one system over the other. Within this 

context, the superior system must be doctrlnally ascribed the primary 

role for the destruction of armor and be give» priority for development 

and procurement. On the other hand, compatibility posits a degree of 

Interdependency that suggests a dual, but complementary development of 

both systems. In this regard, doctrine and procurement should be 

adjusted to reflect their commonality of roles in consideration of 

their peculiar capabilities. Thus, the problem succinctly stated Isr 

IN THE MlD-INTEwSITY CONFLICT ENVIRONMENT 
OF EUROPE, ARE THE MAIN BATTLE TANK AND ATTACK 
HELICOPTER COMPETITIVE OR COMPATIBLE WEAPONS SYSTEMS. 

MMiiWiiUiriiiliiii lii      ^^^-■.      _ .„^.^ 
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PURPOSE OF STUDY 

The purpose of this study is directed toward resolving the 

question of competitiveness and compatibility by determining whether 

or not the attack helicopter provides the optimum solution for modem 

antitank defense in the European mid-intensity conflict environment. 

In this regard, the resolution of the research problem appears to 

focus on two hypotheses.    The first and most inchoate hypothesis to 

be tested is oriented toward the question of quantity versus qualityi 

CAN THE DEFEAT OF MASS ARMORED FORCES 
BE INDEPENDENT OF FORCE RATIOS. 

The second hypothesis to be analyzed is a product of the drastic 

curtailment of resources allocated for defense spending! 

IN ORDER TO ATTAIN A FAVORABLE EXCHANGE 
RATIO WITHIN EXISTING FUNDING CONSTRAINTS, 
THE U.S. ARMY SHOULD REPLACE THE MAIN 
BATTLE TANK WITH THE ATTACK HELICOPTER 
AS THE PRINCIPAL ABMOR DEFEATING SYSTEM. 

i 
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CHAPTER II 

REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 

OVERVIEW 

. i 

In undertaking the challenge of testing the hypotheses 

central to this study, the researcher is inundated with a 

voluminous quantity of studies and tests concerned with the tactical 

role of the helicopter.    The enormity of this problem is reflected 

in the Tactical Helicopter Employment Study (THES),    Although It 

reduced an estimated 60,000 pages of material pertinent to the 

tactical helicopter to one source reference, it still comprises 

eight volumes with over 5,000 pages.    Therefore, the rudimentary 

task of the researcher is one of discerning that which is relevant 

to his particular inquiry. 

In the inteueatof delimitation and refinement of focus, 

the review of existing research studies has been confined to those 

benchmark studies that test the criteria of consistency and resili- 

ency.     For when subjected to the tests of time and changing tactical 

scenarios, a concept is valid only if its generalizations remain 

constant.    In this regard, the following studies are considered to 

represent benchmarks in the conceptual validity of the tactical heli- 

copter in that they affirm and reinforce, over time and space,  the 

feasibility of the attack helicopter in an antitank role in a mid- 

intensity conflict scenarioi 

1.    The Carmonette Air-Mounted Antitank System Effectiveness 

19 
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war games study conducted in 1962 In support of the U.S. Army 

Tactical Requirements Board (Howze Board), 

2, The Joint Attack Helicopter Instrumented Evaluation 

conducted in 1972, Headquarters, U.S. Army Europe and Seventh Army 

(Ansbach Test). 

3, The Tactical Helicopter Employment Study completed in 1973 

by the BDM Services Company, Monterey, California for the Combined 

Arms Combat Development Command (THES Study). 

_   4, After action analyses of the 1971 Lamson 719 combat 

operation. 

CARMONETTE 

Background 

CARMONETTE was a computer simulation of ground combat developed 

by the Research Analysis Corporation (RAC). Although the rules re- 

mained constant, the equipment studied, the location of the battlefield, 

and the tactics played underwent radical changes from play to play. 

The ground combat employed in the simulation was a battle called ARM IV. 

The battle was a meeting engagement of two company sized combined arms 

teams. The tactical situation was built upon a Red and Blue force. 

The Red force was composed of a tank company reinforced by a platoon 

of infantry and mortars. Its mission was to seize a road junction in 

order to permit the subsequent passage of a larger Red organization. 

The Blue force consisted of an infantry company minus, supported by a 

tank platoon. Its mission was also to seize the same road Junction. 

Although CARMONETTE was not designed with aircraft In mind, 

both the model and battle situation exhibited potential application 

töjiJik^aJiiäM&il:, 
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for the investigation of the helicopter as an effective ground combat 

weapons system. As a result, four modifications of ARM IV were made 

to assist the Howze Board in determining the extent to which armed 

helicopters could function in a ground tactical role. These modified 

battles were named ARM VIII, IX, X, and XI.2 Of these four tests, 

ARM IX and X are of particular relevance to this study. 

ARM IX 

The purpose of ARM IX was to measure the effectiveness of 

TOW-equipped helicopters compared to tanks in a tactical situa- 
3 

tion.  ARM IX was identic«! with ARM IV in force structure with 

the following exceptionsi 

1. The Blue force was given four HU-1B helicopters armed 

with TOW antitank missiles in place of the five M-60 tanks. 

2. The Red force was given two ZSU-2 Twin 57mra (SP) 

antiaircraft guns in lieu of the two jeep-mounted 107mm recoilless 

P,uns. 

Additionally, the tactical scenario was altered to have the Red force 

accelerate its attack by attempting an armored thrust through the 

Blue force. The battle was played twenty times. The comparative 

results between ARM IV and ARM IX, in terms of losses to each side, 

are summarized in the tables belowi 

■•i-V:-»  ' ■ 
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TABLE 2 

Average Red Losses Per Play' 

T-nks killed by tanks 

Tanke killed by TOW (Heli) 

ZSU-2 killed by TOW (Heli) 

Total tank and 2SU-2 losses 

ARM  IV 

2.65 

2.65 

ARM IX 

2.35 

0.45 

2.80 

22 

Average Blue Losses Per Play 

Tanks killed by tanks 

Tanks killed by 107mm AT guns 

Helicopters killed by ZSU-2 SPs 

Total tank and heli losses 

ARM IV 

3.00 

ARM IX 

2.50   

0.50   

  2.25 

2.25 

The above statistical summary of losses shows that the T0W- 

equipped helicopter force is comparable to the Blue tank platoon in 

antitank capability. On the other hand, the helicopter losses for 

Blue were comparable to its tank losses in ARM IV. The important 

conclusion that can be drawn from the ARM IX simulation is that the 

TOW-equipped helicopter weapons system proved as approximately effec- 
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tlve in terms of destructive capability and survivability as the 

M-60 tank platoon. 

ARM X 

The principal objective of ABM X was to investigate quantita- 

tively the tactical advantage, if any, derived from employing two 

Blue helicopters initially forward of the Blue ground force.      The 

force structure for ARM X was primarily Identical with ARM VIII, which 

differed from ARM IV in two respects.    Added to the Blue force were 

two HU-1B helicopters armed with SS-11 antitank missiles.    The Red 

force was only given one ZSU-2 Twin 57mm (SP) antiaircraft gun.    The 

tactical situation portrayed in ARM X initially required the Blue 

helicopters to be forward of the Blue force in a reconnaissance and 

target detection role.    As the Red force advanced, the Blue helicop- 

ters had two functions.    First they had to transmit information 

relative to the Red force back to the Blue commander.    Secondly, 

they were instructed to open fire on the Red armored vehicles to 

delay their advance and then to rapidly withdraw to preplanned 
Q 

positions in support of the Blue force.  The battle was played twenty 

times with the results expressed in the comparative summaries of ARM 

VIII and ARM Xi 

^.^ ^^■^.-^^■. u. . ^.^.^.^. 
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TABLK 3 

Average Red Losses Per Play 

Tank losses to tanks 

Tank losses to SS-11 (Hell) 

ZSU-2 losses to SS-11 (Heli) 

Total tank and ZSU-2 losses 

ARM VIII 

3.10 

ARM X 

2,A0 4.15 

0.55 0.45 

0.15 0.15 

4.75 

Average Blue Losses Per Play 

Tank losses to tanks 

Tank losses to AT weapons 

Helicopters killed by ZSU-2 

Total tank and hell losses 

ARM VIII 

4.85 

ARM X 

3.35 1.75 

0.65 0.85 

0.85 0.75 

3.35 

The results of the two battles reveal that negligible difference 

existed between thera Insofar as helicopter vulnerability and fire 

effectiveness were concerned.    The statistics do reveal a striking 

difference In the effectiveness and survlvablllty of the Blue tanks; 

the Red force Incurred 50% more vehicle losses and the Blue force 

■■] 
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suffered 35% fewer tank losses.        This significant tactical success 

achieved by the Blue tank forces appears to have been directly related 

to the time and Information advantage afforded by the helicopter In a 

"shoot and scoot" role forward of the line of contact. 

In summary,  the significant contribution of the simulated 

battles of the early CASMONETTE model established two Important 

general constants.    First, the organizational and operational concepts 

related to tactical helicopter employment were valid.    Secondly, a 

helicopter armed with antitank guided missiles can not only destroy 

tanks but can survive against them.    More Importantly, the simulation 

model demonstrated that the helicopter, operating as an Integral part 

of the combined arras team In a target detection and attack role, great- 

ly enhanced the overall success of the total  force engaged In ground 

combat against an armored force. 

ANSBACH TEST 

Background 

The Joint Attack Helicopter Instrumented Evaluation, common- 

ly referred to as the Ansbach Test, was a combined venture of the 

Federal Republic of Germany, the Canadian Forces,  Europe, and the 

United States Army, Europe.    The purpose of the Evaluation's trials 

in Phase IV of the test was to determine the effectiveness of attack 

helicopter teams executing antitank missions against aggressor forces 

in a variety of terrain situations typical to Central Europe.11 

Tanks, air defense weapons, and helle pters were equipped with laser 

direct fire simulators to provide  raal-time casualty assessment and 

automatic casualty identification.    The four weapons systems simulated 
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on a real-time basis weret 

1. The main tank guns of the friendly (11-60) and the 

aggressor (German Leopard) tanks. 

2. The 12.7mm antiaircraft machine gun on aggressor tanks. 

3. The ZSU-23-4 antiaircraft weapons system represented by 

the Vulcan. 

4. An air-to-ground antiamor missile having characteristics 

12 
similar to the TOW weapons system. 

The tactical situations subjected to evaluation were friendly 

forces delay» friendly forces defend» and aggressor breakthrough of 

13 
friendly lines. '  In addition to varying the tactical situation» 

the mix of scout and attack helicopters was varied and evaluated 

acccrdingly. The first mix (2/1) was composed of two scout helicop- 

ters (0H-58A) and one antiamor helicopter (TOW Cobra). The second 

mix (0/2) consisted of no scout helicopters and two antiamor 

13 
helicopters. 

Conduct of Experiment 

Both sides were permitted extensive latitude and enjoyed 

virtually complete freedom in utilizing the terrain and tactical 

14 
situation to their best advantage.   However» several factors were 

held constant throughout the evaluation. Helicopter crews flew 

nap-of-the-earth and attempted to attain the maximum standoff range 

of 3000 meters wherever possible. The size of the aggressor force 

was also held constant» as well as the number of instrumented tracked 

vehicles—three tanks and one simulated ZSU-23-4 (Vulcan). 

The results of the trial runs are summarized as follows i 
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Table 4 

SUMMARY OF INSTRUMENTED EVALUATION CASUALTIES16 

2/1 MIX - 
• 

PERFORMANCE MEASURE DEFENSE DELAY BREAKTH   TOTAL 

Aggressor Tracked 
Vehicles Killed 12 19 36      67 

Attack Helicopters 
Killed 2 0 0      2 

Scout Helicopters 
Killed 1 1 2      4 

Aggressor Tracks Killed Per 
Attack Helicopter Killed 6.0 mm —      33.5 

Aggressor Tracks Killed Per 
Total Helicopters Killed 4.0 19,0 18.0     11.2 

PERFORMANCE MEASURE 

Aggressor Tracked 
Vehicles Killed 

Attack Helicopters 
Killed 

Scout Helicopters 
Killed 

Aggressor Tracks Killed Per 
Attack Helicopters Killed 

0/2 MIX 

DEFENSE 

33 

DELAY 

21 

BREAKTH TOTAL 

73 127 

6 9 

14.7 
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The results, however» bear some qualification.. During this 

phase of the Ansbach Test» the aggressor force did not employ and» as 

such» lacked the tactical advantage afforded by reconnaissance, sup- 

pressive fire» and close air support. Compounded to this disadvantage 

was the fact that the tactics of the aggressor force substituted speed 

of movement for security. Consequently» the opposing attack helicop- 

ters were able to engage the advancing aggressor tanks by surprise 

from a series of favorable ambush poiitions, without being exposed to 

enemy shell fire or other actions. The inherent bias of this phase 

was acknowledged by the noted authority on armored fighting vehicles» 

Richard M. Ogorkiewicst 

This will undoubtedly occur on some occasions but 
to assess the effectiveness of antitank weapons on the 
basis of such favorable circumstances is unrealistic» to 
say the least...Had tanks been used in similar circum- 
stances they too could have scored large numbers of hostile 
tank kills. 17 

Nonetheless» many observations and conclusions can be made 

about the casualty data indicated in Table four. Foremost» it tends 

to reinforce the findings and conclusions of the CARMONETTE simula- 

tion» conducted a decade earlier» that the helicopter is an effective 

weapons system in a ground combat role against armored forces. 

Secondly» the Ansbach Test affirmed the statistical inference 

of the CARMONETTE simulation that the employment M helicopters in a 

target detection role would significantly enhance the effectiveness 

and survivability of antiarmor forces. This affirmation was con- 

tained in the 2/1 helicopter mix. As a result of the scout helicopters 

performing reconnaissance and detection missions» t ie attack helicopter 

gained a significant tactical leverage from the information and time 

IMMtouJMI -■— 
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advantage afforded. Thus, one of the major conclusions of the 

preliminary report of the Ansbach Test decreed that! 

The inclusion of scout helicopters in the antlarmor 
team is essential and noticeably enhances the survlvablllty 
of the missile firing aircraft,.,Antlarmor helicopter teams 
designed for the European environment, therefore, should 
contain scout helicopters,,, 18 

Third, the CARMONETTE simulation acknowledged that the hell- 

copter acquired an advantage through the employment of the pop-up 

and nap-of-the-earth maneuvers. The ability for this tactical concept 

to stand the test of time was confirmed by two other major conclusions 

in the preliminary report of the Ansbach Test! 

Pilots effectively employed nap-of-the-earth flight 
techniques to conceal their presence and, when they were 
acquired, usually presented fleeting targets, 19 

and 

To a large extent the favorable performance observed 
throughout the Instrumented Evaluation can be attributed 
to the ability helicopter crews demonstrated In employing 
hovering fire from well-concealed positions at stand-off 
ranges of engagement. Under these conditions the aggressor 
elements had great difficulty In acquiring and plcicing 
effective fire on antlarmor helicopters, 20 

Although the final findings and conclusions of the entire 

evaluation are^t available for analysis, ?:he Importance of this study 

and the CARMONETTE simulation resides In the consistency of their 

respective findings. Despite a time difference of a decade and the 

employment of different research methodologies, the operational con- 

cepts originally validated in the earlier CARMONETTE simulation have 

been reconfirmed and reinforced by the Ansbach Test, 

THES STUDY 

The Tactical Helicopter Employment Study (THES), as Illustrated 

—" — ■— J - —- ■ ■■— ■'■■—■■ —- - - • - 
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in Figure one, was a bibliographic data search and analysis of the 

myriad of diverse studies, tests, reports, and field experiments 

concerning the tactical aspects of attack, assault and scout heli- 

copter operations for all Intensity levels of warfare. The purpose 

of this endeavor, which particularly focused on the tactical employ- 

ment of the attack helicopter, was to compile a single reference 

source or information base to assist Army planners in identifying fruit- 

21 
ful directions for future helicopter programs. 
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Figure 1 

THES Research Design22 
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Primarily, sevtral conclusion« resulted from the study's 

data search and analysis. The first determined that the multitude 

of previously conducted field tests and operations generally con- 

firmed the promulgated cmcepts related to helicopter employment.23 

The second conclusion acknowledged that the doctrinal statements 

pertinent to tactical helicopter utilization» employment, and mission 

assignment appear to be correct, well established, and generally 

accepted by the military community at large.24 Lastly, the study 

proclaimed the dictum that the attack helicopter can be used as a 

primary armor-defeating weapons system.25 

In summary, the previously discussed studies represented 

three diverse research methodologies. The CABMONETTE model utilized 

a computer simulation. The Ansbach Test was a series of iiu^ruaen'-ed 

field trials. Lastly, the THES study was a bibliographic data search 

and analysis. Despite their divergent methodologies, all three 

studies attained a point of co^onality. This comonality resided 

in the consistency of their findings that the general concepts 

pertinent to the attack helicopter in an antiatmor role have remained 

constant over time. This consistency over time and mode certainly 

counters the findings of the HELL TANK test conducted by the British 

Ministry of Defense, which concluded that the attack helicopter was 

totally non-survivable on a modern sophisticated battlefield. 

OPERATION LAMSON 719 

As most military men firmly believe, the trust test, in fact 

the only test, for assessing the actual rather than the hypothetical 

effectiveness of a weapons system is the test of combat itself. 

a——--^iMtiiiiSrtlT iriMi--*-^^ — ^'■■^^^^^^fe*^'*^"---- 
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Therpfore, after action accounts of Operation Lamson 719 have been 

selected for two reasons. First, Lamson 719 demonstrated that the 

at-tack helicopter ould survive in an intense air defense environ- 

ment. Secondly, it demonstrased that the attack helicopter could 

survive battlefield engagements with tanks, as well as kill them. 

In this regard. Colonel Joseph H. Masterson, in a U.S. Array War 

College monograph, firmly declaredi 

Most opponents of the armed attack helicopter will 
state that it cannot survive on a battlefield against 
tanks or in a mid-intensity combat environment. It 
already has.  26. 

Operation Lamson 719, conducted from 8 February to 9 April 

1971, was a cross-border operation into Laos, Its purpose was to 

reduce the North Vietnamese ability for waging war in South Vietnam 

by interdicting their supply and infiltration routes, and destroying 

their logistical facilities and supplies in southern Laos.27 

Although this was a combined United States and South Vietnamese 

operation, American combat personnel were prohibited from fighting on 

28 
the ground in Laos.   Thus, American involvement was primarily 

restricted to the air. In response, the North Vietnamese had skill- 

fully deployed an extensive, well integrated, highly mobile air 

defense system consisting of 12.7mm, 23mra, 37nm, and 57mm weapons 

throughout the entire operational area,29 As the Army Vice Chief of 

Staff, General Bruce Palmer, Jr, remarkedi 

Everything was against them, weather and terrain 
favored the enemy,..This was the roost hostile air en- 
vi onment that Army Aviation has ever operated in. They 
(enemy;) had everything...Certainly, it was what some 
people call "mid-intensity," 30 

Therefore, with the exception of enemy tactical aircraft, the air 

defense environment in Laos was as hostile and sophisticated as most 

wm 
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of the mid-intensity conflict scenarios throughout the world that 

possess the potential for the employment of United States military 

forces. 

Nonetheless« the fundamental concepts of tactical helicopter 

employment affirmed in the previously discussed research studies 

appeared to be validated in the test of combat. Major General Sidney 

B. Berry« Jr.« then Assistant Division Commander (Operations) of 

the 101st Airborne Division (Airmobile)« and intimately involved 

with helicopter operations in Laos« made several comments concerning 

Lamson 719i 

...Our experience in conducting airmobile operations in 
support of Lamson 719 confirms the soundness of the concepts 
and principles of ainnobility developed by the U.S. Army, 
We have« of course« modified and adapted specific tactics 
and techniques to cope with the operational environment. 
But ainnobility principles and concepts have proven sound 
and valid...The helicopter and its crew have proven re- 
markably hardy and survivable in the mid-intensity conflict 
and hostile air defense environment of Lamson 719. 32 

Further credence to the soundness of the basic ainnobility concepts 

is established by Lieutenant General John J. Tolson« who has been 

involved with the airmobile concept since 1939. In his monograph 

on tiirmobility he declared this basic fact of Lamson 7191 

It would never have been undertaken« much less success- 
fully completed without the support of thousands of helicopter 
sorties. AND FOR EVERY THOUSAND SORTIES THE LOSS RATE WAS 
ONLY ONE QUARTER OF ONE PERCENT.  33 

[Emphasisi LTG Tolson] 

A better endorsement came from the Army aviators themselves. 

After Lamson 719« they expressed the firm belief that "if we could 

pull this off under these conditions« we can do it anywhere in the 

world."34 

In addition to combat testing the helicopter in a mid-inten- 

mm ^^^^^- -  
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slty environment, Lamsor 719 also provided the first test of attack 

helicopters against tanks. The North Vietnamese responded to the 

Laos invasion by heavily reinforcing their forces and committinp; a 

variety of weapons including tanks. The employment of tanks culminated 

with the North Vietnamese conducting a classic armor attack against 

35 
Fire Base 31.   Thus, unexpectedly the tactical mission of seeking 

out and engaging enemy armor was thrust upon the armed attack heli- 

copters. 

The intensity, magnitude, and flavor of this antiarraor mission 

is graphically illustrated In the following account written by 

Lieutenant Colonel Robert F, Mollnelli, who commanded the armed 

attack helicopters in this missions 

The majority of the enemy tanks seen were T-B^'s mount- 
ing either an 85mm or 100mm main gun, a 12,7mra and a 7.62mm 
turret machine gun. The remainder were PT 76's mounting 
what was believed to be a 76mm  main gun and a 12.7mm AA gun 
and i  7.62mm turret machine gun. 

We reported a total of forty-seven tank engagements. 
In all cases the tank used Its 12,7mm gun In defense. In 
some cases the tank used Its 76mm or 85ram gun In defense. 
Most tanks were protected by troops and other weapons. WE 
DID NOT LOSE AN AIRCRAFT OR CREW MEMBER FROM A HELICOPTER- 
TANK ENCOUNTER [[Emphasis added],,,We reported,,,six tanks 
destroyed, nineteen Immobilized and eight damaged by 
helicopter,  36 

From the foregoing account, it Is apparent that the present day 

TOW Cobra possesses the potential to defeat armor on the battle- 

field.  As noted by General Berry, the remarkable success enjoyed 

durinp. Lamson 719 was accomplished by an armed attack helicopter 

that was not even developed as an antiarraor weapons systemi 

...We need now tank-defeating armed helicopters... 
Had we entered Lamson 719 with a helicopter armed with an 
accurate, lethal, relatively long-range antitank weapon, 
we would have destroyed many more NVA tanks...I am 

——■ 
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absolutely convinced that the U.S.  Army must field immedi- 
ately an armed helicopter with an effective tank-killine 
capability.     37 

A QUESTION OF PRIMACY 

The findings of these and other research studies, experi- 

mental tests, and combat results, have produced in military writings, 

a gradual but clearly discprnible advancement of the attack helicopter 

as the optimum tank killer on the battlefield. 

In 1970, an article in Armor magazine alluded that the attack 

helicopter was a potential challenger to the long-established maxim 

that:     THE BEST DEFENSE AGAINST A TANK IS ANOTHER TANK.     In expressing 

this challenge,  the author acknowledged the antiarmor capability of 

the helicopter in his statement that,  "Since its inception, armor has 

had the primary mission of antiarmor and should retain that responsi- 

38 bility whether using a tank or an attack helicopter,"        Several 

years later, this position was advanced even further by the authori- 

tative THES study.    This important study declared in its Introduction 

that, "It is generally agreed that attack helicopters will be in the 

39 primary role of an antiarmor system."        Approximately one year later, 

additional fuel was added to the tank-attack helicopter debate by 

Major General William J, Maddox, Commander, U.S.  Army Aviation Center, 

In an article for Aviation Digest, General Maddox strongly implied 

that the helicopter should be developed as the principal armor-defeating 

weapons systems 

...Most people think in terms of two attack helicopters 
pitted against an enemy target, perhaps with the help of 
aerial scouts. Instead, we must think of employing attack 
helicopters as we employ tanks—in mass—by platoon, 
company, anid battalion. 40 

Ü — iiife^^SHifa!^ „^^..iMafe 
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Despite the growing advocacy of the attack helicopter as 

the primary armor-defeating weapons system» a review of the litera- 

ture Indicates that this route Is still fraught with a significant 

degree of skepticism« doubt« and uncertainty.    The question of 

whether or not the attack helicopter should even be employed in an 

antitank role continues to be disputed by every developed country 

with a standing army.    Even the United States Marine Corps» to data« 

rejects the concept of the attack helicopter in an antitank role« 

and only envisions attack helicopter/tank engagements when survival 

Al is threatened. 

Many professional military writings are still replete with 

arguments on behalf of the tank ?s the principal tank killer on the 

battlefield.    Illustrative of this view is an article by Major N.A. 

Shackleton, Canadian Armed Forces.    In addressing the effectiveness 

of modern antitank weapons» he argues that "•••the foremost antitank 

weapon is probably another tank sited in the defense...What we really 

need is more of them,"       Additionally» an article assessing the 

lessons of the 1973 October Mid-East War concluded that '"..•armor is 

battlefield-decisive so long as it is used wisely with proper air» 

43 artillery and infantry support." 

Proponents for the tank can also find comfort in the Main 

Battle Tank Task Force Support Study which examined the relation- 

ship between the main battle tank and attack helicopter.    This 1972 

study» in analyzing the numerical impact of Soviet assault forces on 

the U.S. Army's concept of defense based upon extended frontages 

concluded thati 

Infantry units cannot continue to hold ground against 
echeloned attacks unless they receive additional combat 

atoiiiiiMiiai^^ 
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power.    Because of their armor protection, mobility,  and 
firepower,  tank units provide tht best form of additional 
combat power.    44 

However,   the most sißnificant factor that exacerbates  and 

impedes any possible resolution of the tank-attack helicopter con- 

troversy resides  in the official, but dated (1966), publications of 

U.S. Army doctrine.    Field Manual (FW) 17-1 decrees that "The tank 

is the primary armor-defeating weapon of armored formations."45 

FM 17-15 similarly establishes the primacy of the tank as the 

principal antitank weaponi 

The tank is the primary antitank weapon in the armored 
infantry and mechanized divisions.    Other antitank weapons 
systems...are also employee, but they do not possess the 
tank characteristics of mobility ad armor-protected fire- 
power.    The tank is the principal means for destroying 
enemy armor.    46 

SUMMARY 

In reviewing the literature central to the present contrc- 

versy,  it is apparent that the U.S. Army is presently stalled at the 

doctrinaire crossroads.    This lack of positive direction appears to 

be inextricably bound with the unresolved question of whether or not 

the TOW Cobra attack helicopl-.er represents the beginning of the end 

for the tank on the battlefield.    Therefore,  this study seeks to 

address the question as to whether or not the TOW Cobra or the present 

U.S.  Army main battle tank,  the M60A1, should be designated the 

primary building block for the modern antitank defense required by 

the mid-intensity European conflict scenario. 
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CHAPTER III 

METHODOLOGY OR PROCEDURES 

DESCRIPTION OF RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

Technically defined,  a research mothodology constitutes 

nothing more than the orderly arrangement of those investigative 

methods or procedures which facilitate the  application of logic and 

reason to scientific and intellectual inquiry.      Within this context, 

the functional objectives of a research approach are twofold.     First, 

it is oriented toward describing and analyzing the products of the 

inquiry and not the methodological process.    Secondly,  it is aimed 

at stimulating the requisite degree of consciousness to produce a 

reflective understanding of the research means; for methodology,  as 

acknowledged by Max Weben 

...can only bring us reflective understanding of the 
means...by raising them to the level of explicit conscious- 
ness;  it is ho more the precondition of fruitful intellec- 
tual work than the knowledge of anatomy is the precondition 
for correct walking.    2 

Thus,  for the purpose of this study, the adopted research 

methodology is not concerned with attaining a complete awareness of 

all the complexities inherent to the process of inquiry,    instead, 

its primary purpose is jco serve as an investigative tool to help 

3 
unblock the roads of inquiry. 

RESEARCH  DESIGN 

Dependent Variable 

Since cost has become as important as performance, operational 
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effectiveness has become the critical determinant in systems evalu- 

ation. Pursuant to this factor, the methodological approach of this 

study is directed towards the construction of a research design 

that establishes operational effectiveness as the dependent variable. 

Such a design facilitates a comparative analysis of the capabilities 

of each system to counter the projected threat, and provides the 

researcher with an analytical tool for assessing whether or not the 

main battle tank and attack helicopter are competitive or compatible 

antiarmor weapons systems. 

Independent Variables 

In regard to operational effectiveness. General Hamilton 

H. HOW^P stated that ,,Ultimataly...even risk must be measured against 

4 
effectiveness itself."  His statement suggests that the operational 

effectiveness of any weapons system is a product of its performance 

parameters in relation to systems design and actual combat. Conse- 

quently, the dependent variable of operational effectiveness must 

be assessed in terms of combat performance as well as vehicle design 

performance.  Since design performance and combat performance cannot 

be totally controlled, regulated, or manipulated, they function as 

independent variables and directly influence the coefficient of 

effectiveness for each weapons system as a whole. 

Measures of Effectiveness 

In order to Operationalize the independent variables of 

systpms dpsif^n and combat performance, it is necessary to first 

identify a set of performance factors as measures of effectiveness 

that are common to both systems. These measures of effectiveness 

IWig««p«w,""wl 
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facilitate the comparative measurement of the main bantle tank and 

attack helicopter by establishing a criterion of order amonE the 

multiplicity of performance factors associated with the two weapons 

system. This criterion of measurement is a device for standardisation 

that assures the researcher of equivalences amonß systems of divers« 

design and operational capabilities. Furthermore, this criterion 

delimits the scope of analysis by providing a parsimonious number 

of performance factors for comparative analysis and measurement. 

Credence for this approach is contained in a Ford Motor Company study 

which concerned itself with the application of trade-off methods for 

armored vehicle design evaluation» 

t-n l\iS  ^Sirable for the Purpose of a trade-off analysis 
to employ the smallest number of performance variables wMrh 

ties, .it is particularly important to avoid unnecessarv 

Classificatory Variables 

The measures of effectiveness relative to systems design 

Performance are identified as mobility, firepower, and protection.6 

Each of these measures of effectiveness are a product of design and 

are governed by certain classificatory variables. Mobility includes 

such classificatory variables as terrain, obstacle clearance, and 

weather. Firepower variables include lethality, accuracy, time of 

flight, rate of fire, and number of rounds carried. Lastly, the 

Protection variable., consist of ballistic protection and nuclear- 

blolorlcal-ohomical (NBC) protection. 

A key measure of effectiveness common to th. combat perfor- 

mance of the main battle tank and attack helicopter is survivability. 

MHnmriM r  —- -  ■—— - - 
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Slncp survivahility is rplated to combat risk and exposure,   the 

classificatory variables of survivability are a function of tactical 

employment and are twofold.     The  first variable is combat aßility. 

Relative to survivability,  combat aßility constitutes the ability 

of the combat vehicle to avoid enemy fire and obstacles throuch 

mobility.    The second variable,  tactical technique, maximizes the 

capabilities of the combat vehicle  in relation to the enemy»s capa- 

bilities for target detection,  acquisition,  and destruction.     Thus, 

in relation to combat survivability and mission accomplishment these 

two variables can afford significant advantages or disadvantages for 

success. 

The description of the aforementioned research design is 

graphically depicted in Figure two. 
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OPERATIONAL  EFFECTIVENESS  ANALYSIS MODEL 
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RESTATEMENT OF CONCEPTUAL HYPOTHESES 

As depicted, the focus of the adopted research desien is not 

the methodological process but the products of the inquiry—the main 

battle tank and the attack helicopter. As such, the research design 

is concerned with determining which courses of action would be most 

acceptable within the confines of the dependent variable (operational 

effectiveness). 

1. Continued development of the main battle tank as 

the primary armor-defeating weapons system, 

2. Adoption of the attack helicopter as the primary 

armor-defeating weapons system, 

3. The integration of the main battle tank and attack 

helicopter into a dual but complementary armor-defeating weapons 

system. 

To make this determination, the conceptual hypotheses from the 

problem chapter must be restated in operationalized form. The re- 

stated operational hypotheses are twofold! 

IS THE M60A1 MAIN BATTLE TANK OR THE TOW COBRA 
ATTACK HELICOPTER THE MOST EFFECTIVE ANTIARMOR 
WEAPONS SYSTEM IN TERMS OF SYSTEMS PERFORMANCE. 

and 

RELATIVE TO THE EUROPEAN THREAT, CAN THE TOW 
COBRA ATTACK HELICOPTER COMPENSATE FOR NATO'S 
QUANTITATIVE INFERIORITY OF MAIN BATTLE TANKS 
BY OPTIMIZING ITS CAPABILITIES THROUGH TACTICAL 
EMPLOYMENT, 

These operational hypotheses will be tested by the selected 

measures of effectiveness, relative to systems performance and 

sm^mt^^^>mimMmiiiiiM ,     -,„,'., Ü 
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combat performance, that are common to both weapons systems.  Then, 

through a comparative analysis of these measures of effectiveness, 

it will be demonstrated that the M60A1 is a better or more effective 

antiarmor weapons system than the TOW Cobraj or that neither the 

M60A1 or TOW Cobra is a singularly better antiarmor weapons system 

in terras of operational effectiveness. 

METHOUOLOOICAL ASSUMPTIONS 

In reßard to the testing of the aforementioned hypotheses 

three important assumptions must be made. These assumptions are as 

follows I 

1. No technological breakthroughs will occur to increase 

the vulnerabilities or capabilities of the M60A1 main battle tank 

or TOW Cobra attack helicopter. 

2. Antiarmor and air defense weapons systems organic to 

the threat ground forces will remain the primary threat to the M60A1 

and TOW Cobra, respectively. 

3. Technological advancements, pertinent to antiarmor and 

air defense weapons systems will progress at an arithmetic pace and 

not a geometric leap. 

LIMITATIONS 

For the purpose of delimitation, consideration has not been 

P,iven to the effects of night operations and high performance tactical 

aircraft on the operational effectiveness of the main battle tank and 

attack helicopter. The imposition of this limitation is based upon 

the evi.L.nce that neither factor presently exorcises any significant 
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infliipncp on their vulnerabilities or capabilities. 

Might Operations 

In regard to night operations the influential THES study and 

the Special Working Party for Aircraft Survivability in the Battle- 

field Environment acknowledge that the fundamentals involved in 

night operations are the same as those in daylight operations. The 

only difference is technique. Night operations are conducted in the 

same manner as daylight operations except that they are characterized 

by more control measures, more detailed plans, slower movement, and 

thorough coordination between all elements.  This acknowledgement was 

affirmed by a simulation that evaluated the effectiveness of helicop- 

ter attacks under both day and night conditions.  In both situations 

the helicopter attacks were conducted identically against a typical 

Soviet-type tank company on the approach march with the normal level 

of air defense. The result of these attacks revealed that the 

vehicle/helicopter loss ratio was the same for both daylight and 

night conditions.  In other tests relative to night engagement, data 

compiled from three Modern Army Selective Systems Test Evaluation and 

Review (MASSTER) tests disclosed that the range of target dectection 

with night optics is quite CIOSP to that attained with daylight optics. 

Furthermorp, die to existing control equipment, both the tank and TOW 

are unable to engage targets over 1,000 meters under conditions of 

darknoss. 

High Performance Tactical Aircraft 

As indicated by a series of tests completed with Navy tactical 

aircraft in 1970, it was found that the susceptibility of the attack 

^— —mir rattMiinfriiu tSUtoU^Mitla 
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hplicopter to engagement by high performance tactical aircraft was 

relatively low.   '     Recent exercises also indicate that  high performance 

tactical  aircraft have a low probability of success  in acquiring an 

attack helicopter in flight.    In the majority of the tests,  the attack 

helicopter crew was able to acquire the tactical aircraft first,  per- 

mitting it the response time to avoid detection by landing or hovering 

close to the ground in areas that afforded a relative degree of con- 

cealment.        Furthermore,  in dealing with the detectibility of the 

attack helicopter by tactical aircraft,  tests were initiated in 1973 

by thd Combat Developments Command Experimental Command (CDCEC) to 

examine  the potentiality of the attack helicopter to actively defend 

itself    against high performance tactical aircraft.    The findings of 

this evaluation established that the attack  helicopter can be given 

an air-to-air capability against high performance tactical aircraft 

by arming it with the Redeye missile.12    Thus,  all of these tests not 

only affirm the evidence of the October 1973 Arab-Israeli war that 

the helicopter can survive on the modern battlefield, but also 

strengthens the reports of the Israeli Air Force that "helicopters 

can with great facility and ease evade jet fighters."13 

With the coming of age of the air defense weapons systems 

organic to ground maneuver elements, tftthreat of high performance 

tactical aircraft to the main battle tank has been significantly de- 

graded.    For high performance tactical aircraft to be an efficient 

and effective killer of tanks,  it should achieve a kill ratio of 

12 tanks to one aircraft lost.14    As demonstrated in the 1973 Arab- 

Israeli war,  the air defense umbrella afforded by modern air defense 

systems can render high performance aircraft ineffective as a tank 

1 
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SUMMARY 

Kxactness  is not as important for scientific status as 

objectivity.    Thus,  as the aforementioned conceptual and operational 

hypotheses are tested, validated, or nulllfled^the goal of the 

researcher, as always,  should be "How can he learn more than he knows 

now?" and "How can he become sure of what he already thinks he knows?" 

In striving towards the attainment of this goal,  clarity of purpose 

should replace the ainblgulty of the present tank-attack helicopter 

debate.    Furthermore,   It Is  hoped that this goal, within the parameters 

of the adopted research design, will offer a conclusion as to what the 

tactical relationship of the main battle tank and attack hellcoptr.r 

should be on the mld-lntenslty battlefield. 

16 
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CHAPTEÄ IV 

FINDINGS (ANALYSIS AND EVALUATION) 

HYP0TK5SIS ONE I 
CAN THE DEFEAT OF MASS ARMORED FORCES BE 

INDEPENDENT OF FORCE RATIOS. 

;l 
Today» a nearly infinite number of wargaaing models and 

simulations pertaining to the analyses of combat exist. The most 

basic formulas of these models and war games are derived from 

Lancheste^s square law. This law is generally accepted, among war- 

gaming analysts, as being as elemental to an analysis of combat as 

Newton's laws are to an analysis of motion.  As a consequence, the 

Lanchester square law and its myriad computerized off-spring is the 

most fashionable and the most widely used tools for analyses.2 

The essence of the Lanchester formulation is concerned with 

the rate of attrition in combat. The rate of attrition for opposing 

forces during a battle is described by two sets of simultaneous 

differential equations which are expressed as follows i 

d X 
d 

(t) 
t -Ky y (t) 

d JL 
d 

(t) 
t • Kx X (t) 

x(t) and y(t) equal the expected number of surviving force units for 

blue and red forces as a function of time after the engagement begins. 

Ky equals the constant rate at which a blue unit destroys red units, 

and Kx equals the constant rate at which a red unit destroys blue units. 

The constants are normally computed using manipulations of firepower 
53 
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indices. 

An exa«ination of these sets of equations indicates that if 

the opposing forces ace quantitatively matched in the engagement, Ky 

and Kx will approach zero simultaneously until ultimately Ky « Kx » 0. 

Under this condition, the sets of equations can be reduced to Ky2 « 
2 

Kx , This equation represents the Lanchester square law,4 Implicit 

in Lanchester«s square law are several important suppositions! 

1. The attrition rate for a force, regardless of its 

size, is a constant multiplied by the surviving strength of the 

opposing force. 

2. The rate of attrition of opposing forces is directly 

proportional to the number of weapons employed. 

3. Quantity is the determinant in deciding the outcome 

of combat in that it is represented as a square function. 

4. The draw condition depictad for opposing forces is 

a function of the numerical equality or equivalences of fighting 

strengths. 

Relative to the European mid-intensity conflict scenario, the 

Lanchesterian model possesses relational importance for the question 

of defense against massive armored forces. This importance resides 

in its mathematical formulation that success or failure on the battle- 

field is a function of numerics or quantity. The potential for 

numerical imbalances to degrade the chances of tactical success on the 

battlefield has historical precedence in the German experiences of 

World War II. During the waning battles of the war, the German 

armored forces still possessed qualitatively superior tanks with a 

better main armament system than the United States tanks. Nonethe- 

«H 
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less, the United States was able to overcome this qualitative dis- 

advantaße simply by employing a larger number of inferior tanks.6 

In this historical case, quantity was a determining factor of success. 

The tacit acceptance of the Lanchester square law and the 

lesson of the German experience is found today in the general con- 

cern of many professional soldiers over the numerical inferiority 

of NATO's ground combat elements vis a vis the Warsaw Pact ground 

forces. The degree of concern pertinent to this force imbalance 

and its potential for denigrating the chances of success on the 

European battlefield was addressed in a 1971 Command and General 

Staff College student monograph. This study analyzed and evaluated 

the combat power of the United States and its NATO allies to counter 

the armor threat of the Soviet-led Warsaw Pact armies. Based upon 

his findings, the author expressed the conscious concern and latent 

fears of many of his fellow officers in his conclusion that "...we 

[U.S. and NATO alliesj do not have the combat power nor will have 

the combat power to meet a Soviet armor threat in Central Europe 

during the 1971-1980 time frame. 

At this juncture, it is apparent that there exists sub- 

stantive, if not indisputable, mathematical models, historical evi- 

dence, and a professional perception that the quantity of forces and 

weapons systems will be a critical, if not conclusive, determinant 

of success on the European battlefield. In view of these consid- 

erations and the existing fiscal constraints which mitigate tha 

argument for quantitative superiority or parity, the significance of 

this study's central hypothesis is clearly discernable — "Can the 

defeat of massive armored forces be independent of force ratios?" 

*mM BtEÜ Ufettüu i ii   . 
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The evaluation of hypothesis one is operational!zed by p. 

comparative analysis of the Lanchester square law, which lends 

scientific or mathematical credence to the correlation of battle- 

field success and force ratio, with direct empirical plots of 

historical win-loss results. As illustrated. Figure three shows 

a comparison of the empirical variation of battle outcomes according 

to the popularly used theoretical square law type prediction.8 

PROBABILITY 
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Historical Win-Loss Results9 
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It is interesting to note that the Lanchesterian prediction 

doesn't even approximate the empirical plots of historical hattle 

outcomes. Even more interestinp. and revealinp is the historical fact 

that even an overwhelming force ratio advantage of 5il guaranteed 

only slightly more than a fifty percent chance of success. Thus, 

the predictions of the Lanchesterian square law are not only incon- 

sistent with actual battle outcomes but also tend to overstate the 

relationship of force ratio to battle success. 

Further analysis of historical data challenges the intuitive 

thinking of many professional soldiers as well as the Lanchester 

square law which assume that the rate of attrition per opposing 

force units is a constant dependent upon quantity. To the contrary, 

historical data consistently reveals that the more outnumbered a 

force is, the more favorable its exchange ratio. This historical 

evidence should not be construed to mean that increasing the in- 

feriority of a force increases its chances for winning. It simply 

means that numerically inferior forces can extract an unfavorable 

enough exhange ratio to make victory uncertain for larger opposi ng 
11 

forces.   This effect can be seen in Figure four which illustrates 

that doubling the superior force improves the inferior force's 

12 
exchange ratio. 
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In comparinR the Lanchestec square law with the historical 

data relative to actual win-loss outcomes, certain findings are re- 

vved In relation to the hypothesis posited. First, the historical 

battle outcomes appear to be relatively Insensitive to prevalllnß 

force ratios. Secondly, the available historical data Indicates that 

the dominant aspect of combat capability Is not necessarily sensitive 

nor dependent upon a superior force ratio as predicted by the Lan- 

chesterlan model. Nonetheless, these findings should not be used to 

arbitrarily Invalidate the Lanchester model. Even the authors who 

conducted the study that argued against the tacit acceptance of 

the Lanchester model concludedi "...we resolve the argument between 

quality and quantity on the side of quantity—with reservations."14 

Suffice to say that the quantity of forces and weapons exert consid- 

erable Influence on the battlefield. However, quantity Is not the 

sole determinant of success as Lanchester»s square law decrees. 

There exists In the present, as In the past, other Important factors 

within our control that can significantly Influence combat outcomes.15 

Thus, the findings related to this study's central hypothesis Indicate 

that a successful antlarraor defense can. In fact, be Independent of 

force ratios. 

HYPOTHESIS TWOi 
IN ORDER TO ATTAIN A FAVORABLE EXCHANGE RATIO, 
WITHIN EXISTING FUNDING CONSTRAINTS, THE U.S. 
ARMY SHOULD REPLACE THE MAIN BATTLE TANK WITH 
THE ATTACK HELICOPTER AS THE PRINCIPAL ARMOR 

DEFEATING SYSTEM. 

In consideration of the findings pertinent to the central 

hypothesis of this study. It Is apparent that a favorable exchange 
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ratio against a numerically superior force can be extracted—provided 

a qualitative advantage (QA) can be achieved. The attainment of this 

advantage is made possible by weapons design (Wd) and tactical 

employment capabilities (Te), Thus, reduced to mathematical formula- 

tion, the main battle tank and attack helicopter will be assessed in 

terms of Wd x Te = QA. 

In order to test hypothesis two in terms of Wd, it must be 

restated in operational form to enable measurement and testing« 

IS THE M60A1 MAIN BATTLE TANK OR THE 
TOW COBRA ATTACK HELICOPTER THE MOST 
EFFECTIVE ANTIARMOR WEAPONS SYSTEM 
IN TERMS OF SYSTEM PERFORMANCE. 

As stated in the methodology chapter, this sub-hypothesis 

can be tested best by Identifying and selecting measures of effective- 

ness relative to the systems performance parameters of both the 

M60A1 arid TOW Cobra. The measures of effectiveness selected tor 

comparative analysis are mobility, firepower, and protection. 

Mobility 

In general, tactical mobility is concerned with the movement 

of combat vehicles to an engagement area. Specifically, tactical 

mobility is defined as the ability of the combat vehicle system to 

move quickly from point to point in the battle area In order to 

1 ft 
accomplish its tactical mission.   Undoubtedly many factors or 

variables affect mobility. For a comparative analysis, however, 

only those classificat^ry variables that reflect a significant 

difference between the M60A1 main battle tank and TOW Cobra attack 

helicopter should be considered.   Since the greatest disparity of 
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the two systems Is speed of movement, the classificatory variables 

subjected to evaluation are those which Impede the speed of movement. 

These variables are terrain» obstacle clearance, and weather. 

M60A1. Due to the fact that many of the main battle tank 

studies only addressed mobility in terms of the M60 tank series, the 

performance parameters of the M60A1 are considered to be representative 

of those reported as the M60 tank series. 

The maximum speed of the M60A1 is 30 miles per hour under 

18 
ideal road conditions.   Although the speed of movement of the 

M60A1 is not directly affected by weather, its speed of movement is 

affected by difficulty of terrain. Therefore, under cross country 

conditions, which can be expected to be the norm in combat, the 

M60Al*s optimum speed is reduced significantly. The reason for this 

degradation of cross country speed is the fact that the movement of 

the M60A1, like all tanks, is dependent upon the relationship between 

systems design and terrain. 

The performance parameters that impact most upon cross country 

speed are the power train system and the physical tolerance of the 

crew. Two studies, conducted by the Human Engineering Laboratories, 

Aberdeen Proving Grounds, demonstrated the suspension limitations of 

the M60 series tanks during cross country movement. 

The first study, conducted in 1965, required that the M60 tank 

be driven at speeds of 8-24 miles per hour over two types of cross 

country courses. During the test runs, many suspension system diffi- 

culties occurred at speeds from 8-24 miles per hour with road wheel 

bearings and arms falling about every fourth run or approximately 
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every 7 alles. ' The second study «as conducted In 1972. In 

evaluating the pecfocaance of the H60 secies tank over rough terrain» 

it also found that the M60 tank was particularly suspension Halted. 

These studies also revealed that the cross country aoveaent speed 

of the M60 series tank was degraded not only by the aechanical 

failures of the suspension system, but also by the effects of the 

suspension liaitations on the crew. 

Based upon the findings of those studies» it can be con- 

cluded that the combination of suspension system failure and crew 

tolerance to absorb shock and vibration» constitutes a major factor 

for limiting the cross country speed of the M60A1. Furthecaore» 

since the tests were conducted at speeds of 8-24 alles per hour this 

"...surely indicates that slower speeds would have to be used in 

battle.»*21 

The 1972 study additionally revealed that while the suspension 

system of the M60 series tank was a definite handicap over the cross 

country courses» its speed and movement were also hampered by the 

power train. Durir^ the test» the M60A1 incurred power limitations 

approximately 80 to 90 percent of its total travel time. In fact» 

the study noted that wnen maneuvering through wooded areas» N,..the 

throttle was in the wide open position most of the tiae»M and that 

the drivers had to use downshift techniques to aaintain engine RPM 

22 
for maximum steering capability.   Further affirmation of this 

cross country power limitation was found during HELAST I» which required 

McO series tanks to conduct offensive tactical movements cross country. 

During the conduct of the test» it became obvious that the attacking 

tanks failed to move quickly from cover to cover. When the tank 
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commanders were queried as to why they had peraltted long exposure 

times during cross country movemsnt, the 'variable answer was that, 

"...the vehicle was not capable of going faster because of •limited 

23 
power.*" '  Through close observation, an assessment of the designated 

attack routes confirmed the following about the M60 series tankt 

1, On most terrain. It Is power limited If the gradient 

or slope Is greater than five percent. 

2, In regard to acceleration and agility. It Is strictly 

power limited over the vast majority of terrain types and In most 

tactical situations. 

3, When operating In mud It Is greatly power limited be- 

cause a large percentage of total available power Is consumed, not 

just in moving the mass of the tank, but in over-coming the formes 

of resistance from the mud-encrusted tracks and driving systems.2* 

The relationship of cross country terrain to the ability 

of the M60A1 to move at its maximum rate of speed is graphically 

illustrated In Figure five. As one can see, the speed of movement 

of the M60A1 Is Inversely proportional to the difficulty of the 

terrain, and Its actual cross country speed Is degraded to approxi- 

mately one-fourth of Its optimum. 
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In regard to obstacle clearance» the moveaent of the M60A1 

is further constrained. The M60A1 has a maximia horizontal obstacle 

clearance of 8.5 feet and a oaxiniffl verticle obstacle clearance of only 

three feet. Its fording depth is liaited to only four feet without 

preparation.   It goes without saying, then, that oanmade obstacles 

such as towns, cities, and destroyed bridges significantly impede the 

MÖOAl's speed of movement. Further, one cannot exclude minefields. 

Their use in past wars, planned employment, and improved capabilities 

indicate that mining operations will significantly reduce the battle- 

field mobility of the tank, and, as such, constitute one of the corner- 
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26 stones of antiarmor defense.        When integrated with such natural 

terrain obstacles as the heavily wooded areas» mountains» inundated 

areas» streams, and rivers that are indigenous to Central Europe, 

the ability of the M60A1 to optimize its potential mobility is 

uncertain to say the least« 

TOW Cobra.    The TOW Cobra totally eliminates the effect of 

terrain and obstacle clearance on the speed of movement that plagues 

the M60A1.    Because of its airborne mode of movement it has turned 

upside down the problem of terrain and obstacle clearance) a problem, 

which, through all history, has governed all ground combat tactics 

27 in the most profound way.        By its ability to take to the air, the 

TOW Cobra makes terrain work for it, and, as General Hamilton Howze 

remarked, NIt Is quite impossible to exaggerate the effect of this 

28 advantage.H 

Due to its independence of the ground, the TOW Cobra can 

optimize its cruising speed of 150 knots per hour.    Even if forced 

by enemy air defenses to fly nap-ef-the-earth (NOE), a survival 

altitude that generally follows the contours of the earth as close 

as vegetation or obstacles permit, its movement is still at a rapid 

29 speed of 50 knots per hour. 

Weather is the only environmental variable that cam affect 

the mobility of the TOW Cobra. Ceilings of lass than 200 feet, and 

visibility of less than one-half mile restrict its flight capabiiltiet» 

also, visibility of less than one mile limits its ability to engage 

enemy targets. Winds in excess of 40 knots result in the grounding 

of the TOW Cobra, and wind gusts in excess of 30 knots restrict its 
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tl«. even durin« tb. «t.t ,.„„., ^ of NovMber ^ Deemtec 

Fürtb.«,.. aurin« tb. .v.lu.tlon ^W lt..lf. tb. Eu^.« 
w..tb.r f.TOr.d e». ^„^ rf ^ ^ 0itet ^ ^^ ^ ^ 

"...       tbu.. M ..t.bll.b.d. . ,„..., „.^^ of MUttm 

OP««^ c„ b. «nducfd tbrou.bout tb. r.« ln «.„.„ „^ 

than generally expected. 

The ability relatlonahlp of the 116041 and TOW Cobra I. 
shown In Figure sixi 

-'  " -'   - i ittmu-nsimv^^'^-^--'  - 
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COBRA 

Severe 

Weather 

Ideal 

TOW COBRA CAPABILITY 
SIGNIFICANTLY REDUCED 

Ideal   > Terrain. 

Figure 6 

Mobility Relationship 33 

.Severe 

67 

H60A1 CAPABILITY 
SIGNIFICANTLY 
REDUCED 

Sumntry.    Both the H60A1 and TOW Cobra, In tenu of systems 

design, are capable of responding rapidly to tactical requirements. 

However, as depicted In Figure six, the M60A1 Is designed to 

operate under all weather conditions but Is severely limited by 

manmade and natural terrain restrictions<   On the other hand, the 

TOW Cobra Is completely Independent of terrain but affected by adverse 

weather conditions.    Nonetheless, the TOW Cobra, with Its Indifference 

to terrain composition and terrain profile, has a cruise and dash 

speed capability that gives It a marked differential over the M60A1. 

As a result, the TOW Cobra, even If forced Into a NOE survival 

altitude, can reach the engagement area In approximately one-sixth 

the time It takes the M60A1 under battle conditions,34   Therefore, 

as illustratei by the performance variables of tactical mobility 

In Table five, the TOW Cobra Is clearly superior to the M60A1 In 

Its ability to move rapidly from point to point In the battle area. 
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PERFORMANCE 
VARIABLES 

RATING 

M60A1 AHIQ 

OBSTilCLES 

Ability to cross water obstacles _ * 
Ability to surmount vertlcle obstacles mm •♦• 
Ability to move through towns mm ♦ 
Ability to surmount aiiefields ~ ♦ 

TERRAIN — ♦ 

WEATHER + mm 

HIGH SPEED MOVEMENT — + 

RESPONSE TIME — + 
COMBAT RADIUS + ~ 

+ « Advantage 

— » Disadvantage 

Table 5 

Mobility Effectiveness Matrix 

Firepower 

Firepower Is decisive since the achievement of    superiority 

on the battlefield Is dependent upon the ability to paralyze the 

eneny source of fire before he can employ It.35   When combined with 

movement, the two represent the fundamental elements M combat. 

Today, fire and movement are Integrated and simultaneously executed 

in both the main battle tank and the attack helicopter,36   The fire- 

power of these particular weapons systems» however, differ in their 

it'JMäMlmäfiltSMäkf'iUmfii 
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main armament.   The extent of this difference will be asteased ty 

comparing the Performance variables of lethality, accuracy, time of 

flight, rate of fire, and number of rounds carried. 

Lethality.    The main armament of the M60A1 la the lOSnm 

rifled gun, and the main armament of the TOW Cobra Is the TOW anti- 

tank guided missile (ATGM). 

As depicted in Figure seven, the probability of kill, given 

a random hit on an eaemy tank by either an antitank guided missile 

or projectile, is conatant at all ranges with neither weapon having 

an advantage.   Therefore, the M60A1 and TOW Cobra main armaments. In 

terms of lethality, are relatively equivalent since both retain an 

acceptance level of kill probability for the defeat of armor through- 

out the Interval of range considered. 

TOW 

Projectile 

1000       2000 

Range (Meters) 

3000 

Figure 7 

Probability of Kill (pk) Given 
A Random Hit On A T»nk 37 
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Accuracy. The results of countlsss tssts and firings of the 

TOW antitank guided aissile and the IOSOB gun/pcojtctlle system is 

shown in the figure below. 

100 

PROBABILITY 

OF 

HIT (Ph) 
50 

1000       2000 

RANGE (METERS) 

3000 

Figure 8 

Effectiveness V« Range 
38 

In assessing the probability of hit as a function of range» 

it is apparent that the TOW antitank guided aissile has a rel- 

atively higher first round hit probability than the lOSan gun/ 

projectile. This higher probability of hit is derived fron the 

fact that within the 3000 meter range spectrum, the accuracy of the 

TOW remains relatively constant. Thus» at approximately 1500 meters 

both the TOW and gun/projectlle have a 111 ratio of probability of 

hit, while at 2000 meters the probability of hit for the TOW, compared 

to the gun/projectile, is increased to a favorable ratio of 3tl. 

In contrast, the accuracy of the M60A1 105mm gun/poo» 

jectlle system does not remain constant at all ranges. For 

i.«> » f .^L.-■■. AjAA^AäwJfc^t^ia 
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stationary targets at ranges of less than 1200 meters, the gun/ 

projectile has a slightly greater probability of hit than the TOW. 

However« at ranges beyond 1500 meters the accuracy if the gun/projec- 

tile drops off sharply to a less than fifty percent probability of 

hit. For moving targets a better than fifty percent probability 

of hit canuot be achieved beyond ranges of 800-1000 meters. 

Relative to accuracy« however, other performance factors and 

differences must be considered. In this regard, the most obvious 

difference between the TOW and the lOSmm gun/projectile is the manner 

in which they are sighted to obtain a hit.   For the TOW Cobra, 

the sighting and firing process Is as followsi 

1. The gunner acquires and tracks the target with stablllied 

sights. 

2. The pilot, at this point, momentarily aligns the air- 

craft with llne-of-slght. 

3. The gunner fires the missile which automatically guides 

along the gunner's llne-of-slght to the target. 

4. After launch, the pilot Is free to maneuver the aircraft 

but must Insure that the aircraft's position retains the gunner's 

41 
llne-of-slght to the target. 

The Important advantage gained from the TOW's manner of 

sighting Is that It enables the gunner to make Inflight corrections. 

Insuring a significantly high probability of hit. Consequently, the 

TOW Cobra system is particularly accurate aft long ranges and against 

42 
moving targets. 

Relative to sighting accuracy, the probability of hit Is a 

near certainty only as long as the gunner can see the target and 

iStoitiaaafeiiiiaiifc,» 
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control tht nlscll«. Th«r«fore, a t»rget hitjls dependent on the 

coaunds transmitted to the nissilc fron the sight picture of the 

gunner throughout the flight to target Impact.43 This li^ortant 

and critical command llhk can be affected In three ways. First» 

the gunner*s llne-of>slght to the target may be Impaired by battle- 

field obscuration. Secondly, since the TOW antitank missile produces 

a blast signature and the vertleal/horizontal maneuver capability of 

the TOW Cobra Is limited by the requlvement to maintain llne-of-slght 

during the missile*s flight, gunner distraction will undoubtedly be 

Induced by enemy action« 4 Lastly, since the TOW antitank missile 

Is wire guided, there exists «he posslbllltj that In densely vegeta- 

ted terrain the command link may be severed by the entanglement and 

breaking of the guidance wire. 

The advantages and disadvantages of the.iM60Al*s 105mm gun/ 

projectile are related to the fact that It Is a fire and forget 

system. Consequently, a hit or miss Is dependent upon the sight 

picture at the moment of flrfcng. At long ranges, this Is a signifi- 

cant disadvantage relative to probability of hit In that It does not 

allow for correction of the Initial sight picture and does not allow 

the gunner to compensate for changes in target speed or direction.45 

At very short ranges,hhowever, the gun/projectile accrues a greater 

advantage over the TOW antitank guided missile slnoe It requires 

some distance (approximately 500+ meters) for the gunner to gain 

oontr*! of the moving round. Furthermore, the gun/projectlie system 

Is less affected by the limiting factors of battlefield obscuration 

and enemy action In that It does not require any sight adjustments 

after firing.46 
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Tim« of flight. The third firepower perfotwnce vmrlable 

to be examined Is time of flight from U-incher to terget. In thl. 

regard. Figure nine demonetrate. that a significant difference exists 

between the TOW and 105mm projectile. While the flight time of the 

105mm projectile remains relatively constant, at all ranges, the flight 

time for the TOW missile Increases with range. As a result, the flight 

time for the TOW missile, at Its optimum range of 3000 meters. Is 

approximately fourteen seconds. This time delay, under combat condi- 

tions, constitutes a shortcoming that serves to degrade the overall 

ability of the TOW Cobra to effectively engage ene^ tanka. 

TIME 

OF 

FLIGHT 

(SECONDS) 

Figure 9 

Time of Flight 
As A Function 
Of Range 47 

1000 2000 3000 
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Number of roundt carritd. Any sustained rate of xlre Is 

dependent upon the number of round« carried by the weapons system. 

Consequently! this variable represents the greatest disparity between 

the firepower systems of the M60A1 and the TOW Cobra. The H60A1 

carries a total of 63 rounds. The TOW Cobra, In comparison» carries 

only 8 antitank missiles. The effect of this disparity rather ob- 

viously establishes the fact that the M60A1 has a far greater battle- 

field endurance} a factor which the Israelis» In 1973, used to their 

advantage against the masses of Soviet built tanks that carried a 

lesser number of rounds. 

As Illustrated In Figure ten, it Is apparent that each 

armament system has both shortcomings and desirable characteristics. 

The standoff distance afforded by the TOW antitank guided missile 

Is a significant advantage on the modern battlefield where "what can 

53 
be seen, can be hit;  what can be hilt, can be killed.M " On the 

other hand, the gun/projectile is capable of supplying a high rate 

of fire and accuracy at short ranges for longer periods of time. 

This capability is especially significant in view of World War II 

combat data and the findings of recent fiald experiments. Both 

have indicated that due to the problem of Intervlslbllity, the great- 

est percentage of tank engagements (95%) will occur between 1000 

54 
and 1500 meters. 
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PERFORMANCE 

VARIABLES 
RATIMG 

M60A1 (lOSom) TOW COBRA (TOW ATOM) 

LITHALITY 

ACCURACY 

+ ♦ 

LONG RANGE 

SHORT RANGE                                       4. 
* 

TIME OF FLIGHT 

RATE OF FIRE 
~ 

ROUNDS CARRIED 

DEGRADATION 
SUSCEPTABILITY 

•HI 

♦ « Advantage 
— ■ Disadvantag« 

Figure 10 

Flrepo»« EffectlvenMB Matrix 

Ih. UM ««ut. .f .ff^tlv.«.. to b. .wi„.t.d 1. the 
pr.t.eu.n UM* „, v.hlcl. ^^    ^ ^^ ^ ^ ^^^ 

of -oblUtr «d flr.po«r. prot^tlon «« b. „ lot««, „.„ of ^ 

««pon. .rot«, if it U solo« to op«.t. .ff.otlv.ly on th. bott!^ 

fl.ld M .urylv..   Ptot,ctl<)n „ ^^ Bt ^ lttn(1._b)illli!tlc 

«d «ool..t-blolo,lo.l.ch«.lc.l (NBC),55   Aitho.Mth da boliutlc 

P«.t.,.loo of th. M60A1 1. *ümmu to th. „tit.* roood or 
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missile. It Is Inherently protected «11 «round from all calibers of 

small arms, light cannon, and ground Impact artillery fragments. 

On the other hand, the «OW Cobra only provides ballistic protection 

from small «rms for the crew and critical components of the aircraft. 

Concerning NBC protection, the TOW Cobra Is extremely 

vulnerable due to the fact that the performance parameters do not 

Include this requirement In Its design capabilities. To the con- 

trary, the M60A1 can operate and survive In a NBC environment. The 

weight, solidity, and profile of the M60A1 enables It to withstand 

the shock wave following a nuclear explosion better than any other 

vehicle. The armor skin of the M60A1 protects the crew from the 

thermal effects of a nuclear weapon, serves to attenuate the Initial 

gamma radiation, and provides a barrier against fallout dangers. 

Similarly, the armor skin of the M60A1 affords protection against 

chemical and biological agents,56 

Although NBC Is not within the definitive parameters of mld- 

Intenslty conflict, this aspect of protection must be considered when 

measuring the effectiveness of a weapons system. This contention 

Is based upon two obvious facts. First, throughout the Soviet 

wrltlmgs concerning strategy and tactics, the employment of nuclear 

weapons Is ßrlma facie. Secondly, the organizational and training 

emphasis given to chemical warfare makes Its employment appear some- 

what less than remote. Thus, the main battle tank, relative to pro- 

tection, represents the H,..TOle mäaa  of collblillng a ^^ inoblllty 

and some chances of survival In the atmosphere that a modern combat 

may Involve.M57 

In recalling the formula stated earlier, Wd x Te - QA, 
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hjrpotheal« two will be tested in tern« of Te, and is restated as 

follows I 

RELATIVE TO THE EUROPEAN THREAT, CAN THE 
TOW COBRA ATTACK HELICOPTER COMPENSATE FOR 
NATO'S QUANTITATIVE INFERIORITY OF MAIN 
BATTLE TANKS BY OPTIMIZING ITS CAPABILITIES 
THROUGH TACTICAL EMPLOYMENT. 

This sub-hypothesis will be assessed by employing surviva- 

bility as a measure of effectiveness relative to the tactical threat 

confronting the M60A1 and TOW Cobra. 

Survlvabllity 

In regard to the M60A1 and TOW Cobra» the tactical threat 

spectrum is depicted in Figures eleven and twelve. 

.—^..^^ mäm wmiamfkmmmiMmmmmmm'-- 
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?000t» 
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SAGGER ATOM 

Figure 11 

Threat Antlanaor Weapons Spectrum 
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As depicted, one can see that the TOW Cobra i« exposed to 

a significantly wider variety of threats than the M60A1. Further- 

more, «hen this spectrum of threat Is coupled with the fact that the 

TOW Cobra has United ballistic protection from small anas, light 

cannon, and artillery fragments. It appears to be Inherently more 

vulnerable to destruction than the M60A1, However, as Major General 

Thomas M. Tarpley, Commandant of the U.S. Army Infantiry School, 

affined t 

We firmly believe the vulnerability §€ any system 
oust be considered in relation to Its oontrlbutlonsta 
the destruction of the enemy and It must be compared to 
the vulnerability of other means accomplishing the same 
mission. £0 

Therefore, the survivabillty of the TOW Cobra vis a vis the M60AI 

Is a product of both systems vulnerability and the ability to exteact 

a favorable kill ratio of enemy forces. In this regard, the variables 

selected for evaluation are combat agility and tactical techniques. 

Combat Agility 

ombat agility Is defined In terms of those attributes that 

decrease (or Increase) the likelihood of being hit by a projectile 

fired from an opposing weapons system.61 Baslcall» these attributes 

that permit the combat vehicle to avoid enemy fire are related to Its 

ability to start, stop, and maneuver quickly as It moves from point 

to point. 

The basic element for survival, as determined by the Human 

Engineering Laboratory HELAST II test. Is the enemy gunner's ability 

to differentiate between what Is apparent and what Is real.62 

'-'-—t"- -. ■-..■^-.. 
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As Illustrate In Flgu« thirfn. th.r. «xUt. * ability bi- that 

denotes the difference between where the enemy gunner alw at the 

time of fire and where the target vehicle I. at the Um of projectll. 

inpact. The valee or variance of this mobility bias I. a function 

of the speed and rang, of the target vehicle.63 For example, when the 

»ovlng target vehicle I. .t long range, the gunner has difficulty In 

differentiating between what Is apparent and what Is real. As a 

result, the gunner fires on what I, apparent-and has mm  chance of 

hitting what Is real. At shorter ranges and with slower target 

vehicles, what I. apparent begins to approach what Is real.64 

/ 

Figure 13 

Mobility Bias (Mb)65 
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In considering nobility bias as a function of range, the 

relationship of combat agility to the survlvablllty of the TOW Cobra 

and M60A1, becomes readily discernible. Since It cannot deal effi- 

ciently with targetsatt extended ranges, the standoff range of the 

M60A1 will Invariably be at distances of 1500 meters or less. In 

comparison» the greater range capability of the TOW Cobra affords 

It a standoff distance of 3000 meters. 

Mobility bias, as a function of speed of movement, also 

reveals that the combat agility of the TOW Cobra Is superior to the 

M60A1. Speed of movement Is related not only to the ability of a 

vehicle to move quickly from point to point, but to Its ability to 

start, stop, and turn quickly, in this respect, the TOW Cobra has 

superior combat agility. This superiority Is derived from the fact 

that the TOW Cobra Is Independant of terrain and gaaund obstacles, 

whereas the Inherent capabilities of the M60A1 are limited by Its 

confinement to the ground.  These terrain limitations become even 

more significant when considering the fact that the lethality of 

modern weapons has made the survival of the tank dependent upon Its 

ability to use every fold of the ground.66 The tank, out of 

necessity, will have to move cross country, seeking terrain which 

Is anything but Ideal for optimizing Its mobility. For as determined 

earlier In the systems performance analysis of the M60A1, Its cross 

country suspension and power limitations reduce the optimum speed of 

movement by approximately 70-75 percent. 

In sharp contrast, the TOW Cobra, free of the terrain, can 

quickly traverse large areas and obstacles Including mountains, 

waters, and even congested or destroyed lines of communications at 

.-^,-..-^.^■........ .■^■. ...^ 
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combat speeds ten times greater than the cross country speed of the 

M60A1. ' Unlike the M60A1, the TOW Cobra can seek the cover and con- 

cealment of the rolling terrain to •void a majority of the threat air 

defense spectrum without any significant degradation in its combat 

agility by employing the nap-of-the-earth survival altitude. Although 

survival altitude, which is at the 50 tollOO foot level, increases the 

TOW Cobra's vulnerability to small arms fire, it is more than compen- 

sated by the TOW Cobra's rapid ability to alter its speed and direc- 

tion, both horizontally and vertically. This fact»» enhances surviv- 

ability by increasing the mobility bias of the enemy gunner. Thas, 

the TOW Cobra, unlike the M60A1, can use the irregular terrain 

habitually found in Central Europe to increase survivabllity, while 

maintaining tts freedom of movement. 

Although the M60A1 is designed to fight and survive in 

close proximity to the enemy, the modem battlefield axiom, "what 

can be seen, can be hit» what can be hit, can be killed" must be kept 

in mind. In relation to this axiom, mobility becomes synonymous 

with survival in that the ability to operate at extended ranges with 

greater speed and acceleration capabilities increases the mobility 

bias of the enemy gunner. This factor, coupled with the fact that 

the TOW Cobra can optimize its capabilities of speed, agility, and 

standoff engagements, indicates that its vulnerability on the modern 

battlefield is not significantly greater than the M60A1, 

Tactical Technique 

As stated earlier, survivabllity Is also measured In terms 

of the defender's ability to destroy the enemy on a favorable 

exchange ratio. In this regard, the defending force can accrue a 

ÜÜMi , .,.,-..,.,..,...., 
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significant advantage through the tactical technique of firing the 

first round In a tactical engagement. Figure fourteen, based on 

approximately 300 World War II platoon-to-oonpany-slze amor engaje- 

ments In France, shows the Importance of first-round engagement. 

As It can be seen, the defending force outnumbered 2il, but firing 

first, will have considerably more success than an attacker with a 

5J1 superiority but firing second.68 This historical data is further 

supported by the findings of the Ansbach Test. In this test, the 

defending force was able to achieve significantly high kill ratios 

against an advancing armored force by firing the first round from 

ambush. 
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First and Second luivurd 
Engagement Results    69 
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Detection ,„d tare.t acqul.ltlon I. 8r..tly „,,„.., by ^^ 

Con,.^atly, lt u fMM th.t t|M M6()Ai ^^ not ^ ^ ^ ^^ 

• Mtf. p.rc.nt.8. of u„d.t.ct.d «bu,,». „.„„., j, „„„ oU- ^ 

.Uhln XOOO-UOO „tor. * „„^ . flfty p.rcent p„blbilUy ^ 

hit.    At tM. r«*., the vulner.bUlty of the M60A1 I. ,Uo loor...«, 

b, virtu, of t* foot tbat It I. *«„ th. effectlv. ruge o( ^ 

entlr. thr«t «MMM .poctrum, «a,«,,, «. ^.^   „^ ^ 

m.«uri„e fotlo.! .ff«tlv.n... wln.t rang«, th. M60Ä1 do., „ot 

h.v. . oro..-ov.r .dv.u.t«. m^m m „^ ^   ^ ^^ 

c.rt.lMy r«l„c.s It. proboblllty of flrla. m*m* fro. „bu.b 

and attaining a first round hit. 

in contrast, th. tactical «chnlau. of first-round «*.„„.„ 

fro. «bu.h gr.atly co^x™... th. TOW Cobr... capability ►o plan, 

«tr^iy accurat. fir.. « an .«^ forc, .t tulg„ „, „^^ 

«.tars.    Ihl. tnctt^ tMtal<lu< ^ ^^^ ^ ^^ 

advant^. of th. low Cobr. and. as such. «Uunc.. survlvablllty by 

■ffordlng U th. protactlon of a «.ndoff .ngag^nt.    Th. .dvantag. 

of thl. standoff factor, a. dapiofd In nSur.. flft.TO „, aljrt.en# 

«..tly d.sloMtm„ th.t th. „„ ettw ^ ^ (sr(!K(ir i)robabiutjr 

of hit .t 3000 Mt.r. thsn th. .lr d.f.„a. «..„.. „„.„^ ^ 

eneny armored forces.70 
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Figure 15 

Kill Probability of 12.7aa 
Machlnegun Simulator    71 

Basisi    Crossing helicopteri    20 second txposur« (6-8 ssconds 
of fir«).    Total of 100 engageaents at each range. 
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Basis,    Hovering, frontal helicopter!    20 second exposure (approx- 
imately 6 seconds of fire).    Total of 100 engagements at 
each range. 
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First-round tngagOMnt from ambush also optimizes chs 

vertical mobility of the TOW Cobra. Able to «cqpire targets that 

are manked to ground weapons systems and to gain target intenrisi- 

bllity earlier» the TOW Cobra can subject a greater number of targets 

to long ranget accurate fires fron ambush. Thus» when compared to 

the M60A1» the TOW Cobra's measure of effectiveness relative to 

survivability is greater when «np oylnR the tactical technique of 

first-round engagement from ambush. 

Technological improvements are constantly being explored 

to keep the main battle tank and attack helicopter "alive" on the 

battlefield. But with each new device»aand each costly Improvement, 

a countenaeasure is always found. Thus» it is time indeed that it 

is realized nothing is more vulnerable on the battlefield than the 

Individual infantryman. However» he survives by the skillful com- 

73 
bination of fire and maneuver. ' Similarly» the key to the survival 

of the t ik and attack helicopter resides in the ability to optimize 

their firepower and mobility capabilities. This will not only en- 

hance their survival on the European battlefield» but will also 

provide NATO ground forces the qualitative advantage to overcome 

their quantitative inferiority of main battle tanks. 
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CHAPTER V 

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, RECOMMENDATIONS 

SUMMARY 

Confronted with the threat of massive armored force«, 

NATO miUtarr theorist» have adopted the tenet "...that the modern 

defenae Is first the battle against enemy tanks; therefore. It should 

first be organized as an antitank defense."1 Related to this tenet 

Is the Inherent question of how should an antlaraor defense be 

organized or constituted. The question of how to stop and repel tanks 

was grappled with as early as 1932 In a series of lectures published 

by British Major General J.F.C. Puller. General Puller's concept 

of antlaraor defense, affirmed by the Soviet experience In World War 

II and resurrected by military thinkers In recent years, argues for 

defense in-depth built upon a proliferation of antiannor weapons. 

The official antlaraor doctrine of the U.S. Army, published 

in 1966, statesi "...the best defense against a tank Is another 

2 
tank."  Although this maxim Is being challenged by the advance of 

time and a new generation of antitank guided missiles developed for 

the armored battlefield, the recent U.S. Army Infantry School special 

text, concerned with the employment and Integration of modern antlaraor 

weapons, acknowledges that the tank is still the decisive antlaraor weapon 

on the battlefield. Since the tank doctrlnally remains the primary 

antlaraor weapons system on the battlefield, the proliferation of anti- 

armor weapons required by defense in-depth decrees that the U.S. Army 
94 
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should attempt to correct the present Imbalance of armored forces 

between NATO and the Warsvw Fact with more main battle tanks. Due to 

scarce fiscal resources» resulting from a recalcitrant American Congress 

and spiraling inflation, the capability of increasing the number o;f 

main battle tanks is not only infeasible but impossible. As a conse- 

quence, the attack helicopter has been proffered by many military 

leaders as the technoiegical panacea for restoring "balance" with the 

quantitatively superior Warsaw fact armored forces. 

The advancement of the attack helicopter as the optimum 

solution for modern antiamor defense is not a pipedream. Its con- 

ceptual validity has been affirmed and reinforced by numerous studies, 

field tests, and actual combat over the past decade. The bench- 

mark studies which spanned this decade were the CARMONETTE model, 

the Ansbach Test, and the THES study. Despite the vagaries of time 

and methodology, these three studies arrived at a single point of 

commonality« the attack helicopter can execute its antiarmor role 

on the modern battlefield and survive. The validity of this hypo- 

thetical effectiveness of the attack helicopter was confirmed by 

Lamson 7i:>. This combat test clearly demonstrated that the attack 

helicopter could survive in an intense air defense environment 

comparable to the mid-intensity level of conflict. Furthermore, It 

confirmed the fact that the attack helicopter could successfully 

eugage and kill tanks. 

Despite the validation of the attack helicopter's antiarmor 

role, many proponents of the tank still contend that the attack 

helicopter cannot technologically compensate foe the existing quan- 

titative Imbalance of main battle tanks. In doing so, they have not 

_ , ,  
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only raised serious doubts regarding the combat effectiveness and 

survivabillty of the attack helicopter in mid-intensity conflict, 

but have also inveighed an aura of competitiveness between the attack 

helicopter and main battle tank. The resultant effect has been a 

new tank-antitank debate that has, in too many instances, served to 

distort reality and to dispatch objectivity. As a result, the U.S. 

Amy is presently stalled at the doctrinaire crossroads concerning 

the mission relationship of the main battle tank and attack heli- 

copter in mid-intansity conflict, 

FINDINGS 

Due to the fact that the fundamental question of the research 

problem was concerned with the quantitative armored superiority of 

the Warsaw Pact vis a vis NATO, two fundamental hypotheses were 

conceptualized, stated, and tested. 

1. Can the defeat of mass armored force« b« imdependent 

of force ratios? 

and, if so 

2. How can the U.S. Army attain a favorable axbhange 

ratio, within existing funding constraints? 

In assessing the first hypothesis, the Lanchester square 

law, which states that success on the battlefield is dependent upon 

force ratiOf was tested against direct empirical plots of historical 

win-loss results. The findings of this test concluded that quantity 

Is not the s*le dMarainant of success on „he battlefield and that 

other factors can influence the ability of a force to extract a 

favorable exchange ratio against a numerically superior force. The 
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most significant of these factors, as «leinonstratad by history and 

recent experimental studies, is qualitative advantage. 

In test .ns the hypothesis related to the question of how 

qualitative advantage can be attained, the equation! weapons design 

(Wd) x tactical employment (Te) » qualitative advantage (QA) was used. 

In this regard, since the TOW Cobra attack helicopter Is held by many 

to represent t^e beginning of the end for the main battle tank's 

antlarmor role, its operational effectiveness was compared and con- 

trasted with the M60A1 main battle tank. This comparative analysis 

assessed the M60A1 and TOW Cobra la terms of four coomon measures of 

effectiveness—mobility, firepower, protection, and survlvablllty. 

This assessment disclosed the following findings» 

1. The TOW Cobra Is more responsive on the battlefield due 

to Its superior mobility, whereas, the M60A1 has greater «ustaln- 

ablllty on the battlefield, 

2. The major limitations of the M60A1 are terrain and 

obstacle clearance, while the major limitations of the Tow Cobra 

are weather and vulnerability. 

3. Relative to firepower, the TOW Cobra has a greater 

probability of hit when employed at ranges in excess of 1500 meters. 

Conversely., the M60A1 has a greater probability of hit whan employed 

at ranges of less than 1500 meters, 

4. Survlvablllty of the TOW Cobra Is dependent upon Its 

ability to conduct standoff engagements, whereas the M60ÄiJislnablllty 

to conduct standoff engagements is compensated by Its armored pro- 

tection, affoodlng It a greater chance of survival in engagements 

under fire. 

«M 
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CONCLUSIONS 

Pertinent to the findings of the operational effectiveness 

analysis of the M60A1 and TOW Cobra, the following conclusions 

are drawn relative to the tank-attack helicopter In the European 

mid-Intensity conflict envlromacnt. 

!• The main battle tank and attack helicopter are not 

competitive antlannor weapons systems In that neither system affords 

a marked advantage over the other, 

2. The main battle tank and attack helicopter are highly 

comoatible weapons systems that are best employed using offensive 

principles where their mobility, firepower, and survlvablllty can 

be optimized. 

3. The bl-dlmenslonal mobility capabilities and overlapping 

firepower characteristics of the main battle tank and attack helicopter 

are desirable and enhance the ability to achieve a favorable exfchange 

ratio on the battlefield. 

'■,    The main battle tank, complemented by the attack helicopter, 

will remain a decisive antlarnor weapons system for the foreseeable 

future. 

Thus, the first country to effectively Integrate the attack 

helicopter with the tank will magnify Its qualitative advantage 

3 
manyfold.  On the one hand, the attack helicopter»s mobility and 

long range striking power will provide the means, like the light 

cavalry of the past, to take advantage of faults In the enemy attack 

and to come quickly to the aid of trouble* sectors of the friendly 

defense.  On the other hand, the main battle tank^s ballistic 

protection and effectiveness of fires at close distances will enhance 
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th. dotruetlon of th. ene->-  In th.t t*. gratest pTcent.g, of tv* 

•ogageaont. .re fought .t short r*.«,..    Lastly,  th. co«bln.tlon. 

r.th.r than th. eltainatlon of these  two syst«. will produc. among 

th. enemy th. shock .ff.ct of bi-dU.nslonal  «igag.««at.    Thl. factor 

will  serve to increase th. chance, for eucc.ss against numarlcally 

«uparior fore., b.cau.. -.v.ry «w/w.apon system 1, first and for.- 

aost a function of th. «an op.rator and can b. severely lUlt.d by 

th. p.rfor«ane. of that »an*. BUd In a most unnatural .nvironiMnt.-5 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

1. That FMs 17-1 and 17-15 be updated to reconcile the 

qu.stlon of primacy by doctrlnally afflnalng that th. combined 

«nploy».nt of th. m*in battl. tank and attack hellcopt.r con.tltut.. 

th. b.st defense against tanks. 

2. That the main battl. tank and attack h.licopt.r be 

d.v.lop.d as dual, but compatibl. armor-d.f.ating weapon. syst«u. 

3. That additional studio, and t.st. b. conducts to 

d.v.lop tactic, and doctrin. in ord.r to optimize the complementary 

capability., of th. main battl. tank and attack heltoopt.r. 
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